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ANCIENT INDIA - 2
Ancient India
India has always boasted of a glorious past and the history of Ancient India is a
huge subject of study. In order to understand this complexity of Ancient Indian
history we are providing a series of short essays on different topics to give a bird's
eye view of Ancient India.
Elephanta Caves
However, those who want to have a detailed account of Ancient India can go through
these books for a comprehensive reading; 'A History of IndiaVol 1' by RomilaThapar,
"Early India: From the Origins to AD 1300" by RomilaThapar, "The Wonder that is
India" by A.L. Bhasam, "Ancient India in Historical Outline" by D.N. Jha "The
Culture And Civilisation Of Ancient India" by D. Kosambi, "Early Medieval Indian
Society: A Study in Feudalisation" by R. S. Sharma, "A History of Ancient and Early
Medieval India : From the Stone Age to the 12th Century" by Upinder Singh.

Ancient Indian history is no longer boring today; Thanks to a volley of books that
mix facts with fiction about Ancient India to serve the new generation who is
showing renewed interest in the ancient India history.
Every day more and more people are attracted towards Ancient India. This fact is
proven by the number of bestselling novels and books based on Ancient India.
A few examples are: Amish Tripathi's Shiva trilogy, AshwinSanghi's 'Chanakya's
Chant' and 'The Krishna Key'. More and more people are discovering books by
Ramanujam. The books by English historian William Dalrymple,have also caught
the imagination of the people.
The epics like the Mahabharata and the Ramayana and also books on the Devi and
other gods and goddesses are sought after literature on Ancient India.
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Ancient India Time Line

Ancient India Timeline The time line of ancient India dates back to 5000 BC. The

artefacts found dating back such period suggests human habitation in India even
before that timeline. Mehrgarh one of the most important Neolithic sites on the
"Kachi plain" in Balochistan, Pakistan gives evidences of human settlement around
4300 BC.
The Indus Valley Civilization flourished from 4000 BC to 1700 BC. The cities of
Mohenjo Daro and Harappa were on its peak during 3000 - 2000 BC. The village of
Balathal in Rajasthan was inhabited in between 3000 BC - 2600 BC. Lothal,
Kalibangan, Dholavira, Rakhigarhi were other important ant cities of Indus valley
civilization. The civilization began using the mature Indus script around 2600 BC.
The decline of the Indus Valley civilization took place around 1700 BC - 1500 BC
The Aryans, the nomadic people from central Asia and the Russian steppes entered
India through north-west region around 1500 BC. This marks the beginning of the
Vedic Period in India. There are two phases of the Vedic period, the early Vedic
period 1500 BC to 1000 BC and the later Vedic period from 1000 to 600 BC.

The Upanishads The Rig Veda written around 1000 BC for the first time mentions the

god Rudra (Shiva). It’s around 600 BC Vedic scholars codify and reinterpret Aryan
beliefs to create the Upanishads, that became the basis of Hinduism establishing
deep roots in India.
The caste system develops from 600 to 400 BC and the Brahman priests occupy the
top status. Since then Hinduism became very ritualistic and sacrificial. After that
period of time, the Puranas, Mahabharata, and Ramayana were written. The
Ramayama was composed in 300 BC, the Mahabarata in 200 BC.
While in north India Aryan traditions was being developed, in south India from 1000
BC - 600 BC, Dravidian traditions were being established, separately, without any
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Vedic connect. The Chola dynasty ruled over southern India with capital in
Thanjavur during 300 BC.
The Aryans expand into the Ganges valley in 700 BC. It was around 600 BC IndoAryans ruled over 16 mahajanapadas (great states) from the Indus region to the
Ganges.
Vardhamana Mahavir, founded Jainism, a form of religious belief system in 500
BC. Siddhartha Gautama Buddha who lived around 563 -483 BC founded another
religion called Buddhism.

Alexander led campaigns Cyrus the Great, founder of the Persian Achaemenid Empire

conquers north-western parts of the Indian subcontinent in 538 BC.
Alexander led campaigns in northern India in 326 BC. Porus who ruled parts of the
Punjab, fought Alexander at the Battle of the Hydaspes River. The establishment of
the Indo-Greek kingdom took place in 180 BC. The Indo-Scythian kingdom was
established in 80 BC. Vikramaditya established Vikram era in 57 BC, as a
commemoration of his victory upon the Shaks.
Chandragupta Maurya seized the throne of Magadh and expands the kingdom over
northern and central India in 298 BC. He dies in 272 BC. Chandragupta's son,
Bindusara, rules and expands the Maurya Empire from 273 BC. The kingdom of
Magadha, ruled by Bimbisara, was the most powerful state in India.
The grandson of Chandragupta Maurya, Ashoka, becomes the emperor of the
Maurya dynasty in 260 BC.. Ashoka conquers the kingdom of Kalinga 232 BC and
scene of the destruction in the war makes him convert to Buddhism and after that
he propagates its gospel. Following his death in 200 BC, the Maurya Empire
declines.

Chinese traveller Fa-Hien Sri Gupta I founded the Gupta dynasty in 240 AD with its
capital in Patliputra. This dynasty flourished for next 600 years. Chandragupta I
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ascends the Gupta thronein 320 AD. He was followed by Samudragupta who
ascends the throne in 335. Samudragupta's son Chandragupta II, becomes the
Emperor in 380 AD who reigned till 450 AD. Chinese traveler Fa-Hien visited India
in 400 AD during the time of Chandra Gupta II’s rule.
Harshavardhan, a Buddhist was crowned monarch in 606 with its capital Kanuj.
He ruled for 42 years. He was a literary figure and a military genius. Chinese
traveller Hiuen-Tsang visited India from 630-643 AD during Harshavardhan’s rule.
In south India, the Chalukya of Badami was at its peak of power during 637 AD. Its
ruler Pulakeshin II pushes north up to the Narmada and defeated Harshavardhana
of Kanauj in 647 AD.
The Pallavas dynasty in south India gained prominence after the eclipse of the
Satavahana dynasty. With its capital at Kanchipuram, Pallavas ruled regions of
northern Tamil Nadu and southern Andhra Pradesh. They build a new city at
Mamallapuram in 670 AD where they constructed the Shore temple in 700 AD. In
846 AD, the Cholas regained independence from the Pallavas.
The absence of any central authority from, the 7th to the 11th century, led to power
struggle in the different regions of the country. India was divided into many
kingdoms and principality and there was continuous war to expand the territories.

The ancient Indian time line continued to flourish till the 11th century even as
Muslims from north of India, started making inroads. This started with Muhammad
Bin Qasim victory over Raja Dahir in 712 and was followed by the raids of Mahmud
of Ghazni of north India. It was 1192 AD when Shahabuddin Gorhi, defeated Prithvi
Raj Chauhan, at the first battle of Panipat to establish a Muslim sultanate at
Delhi.
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History of Ancient India

Bharatavarsha
Introduction to Indian History
India drives its name from the Indus River where as 'Bharat' mentioned in the Indian
constitution owes its origin to the ancient mythological emperor, Bharata who
conquered the whole sub-continent and the land was, known as Bharatavarsha (`the
sub-continent of Bharata').
Human Civilization in Ancient India
India is one of the oldest inhabited regions on the planet. The Homonid activity in
the
sub-continent
dates
back
to
over
250,000

years.
Human CivilizationSignificant human activity was underway in India by the
Holocene Period some 10,000 years ago. The excavation of village Balathal (near
Udaipur in Rajasthan), illustrates the antiquity of India's history that dates back to
4000 BC.
The oldest evidence of leprosy in India is discovered at Balathal through a 4000
year-old skeleton. It breaks the myth that the disease is known to India from recent
past only.
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Indus Valley Civilization in Ancient India
The Indus Valley Civilization dates to 5000 BC and grew steadily throughout the
lower
Ganetic
Valley
region
southwards
and
northwards
to

Malwa.
The most famous sites of this period are the
great cities of Mohenjo-Daro (2600 BC) and Harappa (3000 BC) both located in
present-day Pakistan (Mohenjo-Daro in the Sindh province and Harappa in Punjab).
In about 1500 BC it is thought another race, known as the Aryans, migrated into
India through the Khyber Pass and assimilated into the existing culture. Aryan
migration which brought about a vast displacement of the populace is cited as the
reason for decline of Harappan culture though some say climate change as possible
reason.

Vedic Period in Ancient India
The Aryan influence gave rise to what is known as the Vedic Period in India (c. 1700150 BC) characterized by a pastoral lifestyle and adherence to the religious texts
known as The Vedas.
Society became divided into four classes (the Varnas) popularly known as `the caste
system' which were comprised of the Brahmana at the top (priests and scholars),
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the Kshatriya next (the warriors), the Vaishya (farmers and merchants), and the
Shudra (labourers). The lowest caste was the Dalits, the untouchables.
While the religious beliefs which characterized the Vedic Period are considered much
older, it was during this time that they became systematized as the religion of
Sanatan Dharma (which means `Eternal Order') known today as Hinduism.
During the Vedic Period, governments became centralized and social customs
integrated fully into daily life across the region. Besides The Vedas, the great
religious and literary works of The Upanishads, The Puranas, The Mahabharata,
and The Ramayana all come from this period.
Rise of Jainism and Buddhism in Ancient India

In the 6th century BC, the religious reformers
Vardhaman Mahavira (549-477 BC) and Siddhartha Gautama (563-483 BC) broke
away from mainstream Sanatan Dharma to eventually create their own religions of
Jainism and Buddhism.
These changes in religion were a part of a wider pattern of social and cultural
upheaval which resulted in the formation of city states and the rise of powerful
kingdoms such as the Kingdom of Magadha.
Foreign Invasion in Ancient India
Increased urbanization and wealth attracted the attention of Cyrus, ruler of the
Persian Empire, who invaded India in 530 BC and ten years later, under the reign
of his son, Darius I, northern India was firmly under Persian control.
Persia held dominance in northern India until the conquest of Alexander the Great
in 327 BC. Alexander had defeated the Achaemenid Empire and firmly conquered
the Indian subcontinent.
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Then in 186 BC began the era of Greco-Bactrian
conquests of India. Demetrios in 165 BC won a decisive battle in Gandhara,
beginning the Yona or Greek era in India: The Greco-Bactrian king Eucratides
invaded India from 160 BC - 135 BC. Indo-Greek King Menander ruled Punjab in
130 BC.
Again, foreign influences were brought to bear on the region giving rise to the GrecoBuddhist culture which impacted all areas of culture in northern India from art to
religion to dress. Statues and reliefs from this period depict Buddha, and other
figures, as distinctly Hellenic in dress and pose known as the Gandhara School of
Art.
Maurya Empire in Ancient India
Following Alexander's departure from India, the Maurya Empire (322-185 BC) rose
under the reign of Chandragupta Maurya (322-298) until, by the end of the third
century BC, it ruled over almost all of northern India.
Chandragupta's son, Bindusara reigned between 298-272 BC extended the empire
throughout the whole of India. His son was Ashoka who reigned from 269-232 BC
embraced Buddhism. His ardent support of Buddhist values eventually caused a
strain on the government both financially and politically, after his death, the empire
declined rapidly.
The country splintered into many small kingdoms and empires such as the Kushan
Empire. This era saw the increase of trade with Rome which had begun in 130 BC
and Egypt that had been India's most constant partner in trade. Pepper was directly
imported by Roman ships from India and its price decreases in 1 AD. First non-stop
voyage from Egypt to India was made in 1 AD.
This was a time of individual and cultural development in the various kingdoms
which finally flourished under the reign of the Gupta Empire (320-550 AD) is
considered to be the Golden Age of India.
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Sangam Age in Ancient India

The Sangam period refers to south Indian history
from 3rd century BC to 4th century AD. Sangam is a Sanskrit word meaning a
Congregation and a Council. Madurai city was the hub of activity where two
Sangams were organized and academies, poets and scholars gathered there to
produce Sangam literature.
The first Sangam was organized at Madurai under the chairmanship of Rishi
Agastya. The second Sangam was organized at Kapatpuram again under the
chairmanship of Rishi Agastya. The third Sangam was organized at Madurai and it
was chaired by 'Nakkirar'. The entire Sangam literature is compiled in 8 books. They
are—(1) Narune, (2) Kuruntoge, (3) Aigunuru, (4) Padirupyuttu, (5) Paripadal, (6)
Karlittorga, (7) Nedultoge, (8) Purnanuru.
The main theme of the Sangam literature is 'Romance' (Shringar) and heroism
(Veergatha). Shringar is called as 'Aham' and Veergatha has been called as 'Puram'.
Pedinekilkanku is a famous composition of Sangam literature. In the Sangam age,
the Tamil Grammar was written in a detailed book, 'Tolakappiyam'. The teachers in
the Sangam age were called as Kanakkaters. The students in the Sangam age were
called Bhanwan or Pillai.
Avey was the family of Sangam age which meant Sabha (assembly). Panchvaram
was the assembly of the advisors of the King of Sangam age. Ur was the institution
which looked after the city administration.
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Gupta Empire (320-550 AD ) in Ancient India
The Gupta Empire is founded by Sri Gupta who probably ruled from 240-280 AD.
As Sri Gupta was from the Vaishya (merchant) class, his rise to power in defiance
of the caste system is unprecedented. He laid the foundation for the government
which would so stabilize India. Philosophy, literature, science, mathematics,
architecture, astronomy, technology, art, engineering, religion, and astronomy,
among other fields, all flourished during this period.

The Puranas of Vyasa were compiled during this period and the famous caves of
Ajanta and Ellora, were done up with their elaborate carvings and vaulted rooms.
Kalidasa the poet and playwright wrote his masterpiece Shakuntala and Vatsyayana
wrote or compiled the Kamasutra. Varahamihira explored astronomy and at the
same time Aryabhatta, the mathematician, made his own discoveries that include
the concept of zero.
The Gupta Empire declined slowly under a succession of weak rulers until it
collapsed around 550 AD.
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Harshavardhan (590-647 AD) in Gupta Empire
- The Gupta Empire was then replaced by the rule of Harshavardhan who ruled the
region for 42 years (590-647). Harshavardhan was a patron of the arts and a devout
Buddhist, a highly skilled military tactician who was only defeated in the field once
in his life. Under his reign, the north of India flourished but his kingdom collapsed
following his death.
India fell into chaos and fragmented into small kingdoms lacking the unity
necessary to fight off invading White Huns who invaded India across the Hindu
Kush in between 500 AD - 600 AD.
In 712 AD a Muslim general Muhammed bin Qasim conquered Sindh and
established himself in the region of modern-day Pakistan. The Muslim invasion saw
an end to the indigenous empires of India and, from then on, independent city states
cease to exist.

Ancient India Economy

The Indus civilization's economy The glimpses of the ancient Indian economy can be
ascertained from the Indus valley civilization and the Gangetic civilization developed
during the Vedic times. While excavation from the various Indus sites gives us the
glimpse of the urban economy flourishing at that time, the monuments of the Vedic
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times and its written records makes us construct the picture of the economy of that
time.
Ancient India Economy in Indus Valley Civilization
Since Indus valley civilization was of Bronze Age and its economy was more urban
based whereas the Vedic civilization is marked by Iron Age its economy was related
more to the agricultural mode of production.
Archaeologists have discovered a massive, dredged canal and docking facility at the
coastal city of Lothal, signifying the importance of overseas trade during the Indus
valley civilization. The Indus civilization's economy appears to have depended
significantly on trade, which was facilitated by major advances in transport
technology.
The terracotta figurines of boats and bullock driven cartssuggest their use in
propagating the Indus valley economy. Many of the figurines of the boats are small,
flat-bottomed craft, perhaps driven by sail. There is also some evidence of large seagoing craft. The figure of bullock-driven cart points to its use in the inland tradeas
a mode of transportation.

The dispersal of the artefacts of the Indus civilization suggest the trade networks,
economically, integrated a huge area, including portions of Afghanistan, the coastal
regions of Persia, northern and central India, and Mesopotamia.
The people of Indus valley civilization traded with Sumer and Sumerian merchants
referred them as Meluhha. They also traded with Mesopotamia and Egypt. They
sent merchant ships to the island of Tilmun in the Persian Gulf.
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Bullock-driven carts The main items of exports included surplus grain, pottery vases,

inlays, ivory combs, pearls, precious woods, and semi-precious stones. Indus Valley
farmers grew wheat, barley, field-peas, melons, sesame, and dates. They also
domesticated humped cattle, short-horn cattle, and buffaloes, and perhaps even
pigs, camels, horses, and donkeys. The land was full of water buffalo, tigers,
elephants, rhinoceros and enormous forests.
Cotton was first developed around 2000 B.C. and Indus valley people were the first
to turn cotton into yarn and weaving the yarn into cloth. The lack of public
inscriptions or written historical documents has hindered more information about
the economy of the Indus valley civilization. The unique Indus script consisting of
400 symbolic pictures is not yet deciphered.
Ancient India Economy in Vedic Age
The Aryans entered the northern part of India from Central Asia by 1500 BC. The
Aryans re kindled the light of a new economy on the banks of the river Ganges. The
Aryan society was characterized by a nomadic lifestyle and cattle rearing being the
chief occupation. Cattle and cows were held in high esteem and frequently appear
in Rigvedic hymns; goddesses were often compared to cows, and gods to bulls.
Aryans had learned to use iron by 1,000 BC and as the community settled down,
Agriculturegained prominence. In the course of time Aryans went on to became
farmers.They learned to farm rice cultivationby 600 BC. It’s because of farming
activity a more ordered and settled society evolved.
Society was strictly organized on caste system and the economic structure stood of
the division of labour of the caste. While the Aryans became the priests, rulers,
warriors, peasants and merchants, the lower rank was left for the natives called as
Shudra. The occupations were based on four major varnas, Brahmin, Kshatriya,
Vaishya and Shudra.
The food of the Rigvedic Aryans consisted of parched grain and cakes, milk and milk
products, and various fruits and vegetables.
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Families were patrilineal Consumption of meat was also common among, at least

among the upper classes. The Rigveda contains many references to animal sacrifice
and meat offered to the gods.
The people in the Vedic period lived in straw and wooden huts. Some homes during
the epics period were made of wood.They also introduced horse and chariot
races.The social life cantered on Yagna meaning s a ritual of sacrifice.
Money was unknown, and bartering with cattle and other valuables was the
favoured
way
of
conducting
trade
and
commerce.
With a more settled and ordered society trade and commerce started to flourish. Life
in towns evolved again and writing was re-invented. By 600 BC a highly civilized
society had emerged in India with its economy based on rural mode of production
and its surplus being exported through trade and commercial activities.

Ancient India Science & Technology

Ancient indian Metallurgy Technology means the application of scientific knowledge

for practical purpose. It can also refer to machinery and equipment developed from
such knowledge.
In ancient India there is a large number of evidence to suggest the prevalence of
scientific and technological knowledge. Many of them were linked with the religious
belief system prevalent at that point of time.
To begin with the archaeological remains of the Indus Valley reveal the knowledge
of applied sciences. Scientific techniques were used in irrigation, metallurgy,
making of bricks and pottery, and in measurement of areas and volumes. The
artefacts found from the sites suggest that Harappans developed metallurgy of
copper and bronze about 2500 B.C.
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However, the technological knowledge in India actually had an uninterrupted run
since the Vedic age.
It’s seen there was a close relationship between religion and the advancement of
technological knowledge. The foremost among them were in the fields of
Mathematics, Astronomy, Medicine, Physics and Chemistry.
It’s roughly by third century BC that the scientific knowledge got segregated and the
disciplines of Mathematics, Astronomy, Medicine and others made separate stride
in its development, even though its application remain interdisciplinary. A large
body of written text and the inscriptions found over a period of time gives a vivid
account of scientific and technological knowledge in ancient India.

Ancient Indian Mathematics

Aryabhatta In ancient India, mathematics was known by the general name Ganita,

which included arithmetic, geometry, algebra, astronomy and astrology. In the field
of mathematics ancient Indians made three distinct contributions, the notation
system, the decimal system and the use of zero.
The greatest contribution of ancient India to mathematics was the development of
notation system. This was done by giving a value for each position in incremental of
10. A notation for powers of 10 up to the power 17 was in existence from the Vedic
times. The mathematician Aryabhata (A.D. 476-500) in his book Aryabhatiyam,
clearly mentions “sthaanam sthaanam dasha gunam,” meaning from place to place
increase 10 times.
The decimal system too was an innovation of ancient India. Indians were the first to
use the decimal system. The earliest epigraphic evidence of the use of decimal
system is found in the inscriptions of Ashoka in the third century B.C. The famous
mathematician Aryabhata was acquainted with it.
Zero was discovered in about the second century B.C. From the very beginning
Indian mathematicians considered zero as a separate numeral, and it was used in
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arithmetic in that sense. The mathematical implications of zero and infinity were
fully realized in the field of astronomy.
The earliest inscription regarding the data by a system of nine digits and a zero is
dated 595 A.D. It’s evident that the system was known to the mathematicians some
centuries before it was employed in the inscriptions. In the second century B.C.
Apastemba contributed to practical geometry for the construction of altars on which
the kings could offer sacrifices. It describes acute angle, obtuse angle, right angle
etc.
Early Indians devised a rudimentary algebra which led to more calculations.
Aryabhata gave approximate value of pie. He formulated the rule for finding the area
of a triangle. Aryabhatta, gave a new direction to the field of trigonometry. It also led
to the evolution of empirical geometry and calculus. The most famous work during
his time was Suryasiddanta, a book on Hindu astronomy.

During the Gupta period mathematics developed to greater heights. Brahmagupta
in 628 AD wrote the book Brahmasphuta-Siddhantas or rules for numbers. It
contained ideas including a good understanding of the mathematical role of zero,
rules for manipulating both negative and positive numbers, a method for computing
square roots, methods of solving linear and some quadratic equations, and rules for
summing series. This book was written completely in verse in Sanskrit.
Indian mathematicians such as Brahmagupta (7th century), Mahavira (9th century)
and Bhaskarachary (12th century) made several discoveries. They understood the
importance of positive and negative quantities, evolved sound system of extracting
squares and cube roots and could solve quadratic and certain types of indeterminate
equations.
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Ancient Indian Astronomy

Bhaskara Among the various branches of mathematics, Hindus gave highest

importance to astronomy. Astronomy was studied as a Vedanta and was called
Jyotisa. During Vedic period a primitive kind of astronomy was in vogue mainly for
the purpose of settling the dates and times at which periodical sacrifices were to be
performed.
Suryasidhanta is the best know book on Hindu astronomy. The text was later
modified two or three times between 500 A.D. and 1500 A.D. The system laid down
in the book is used to predict eclipse even now.
The most renowned scholars of astronomy were Aryabhata and Varhamihira.
Aryabhata belonged to the fifth century and Varahamihira to the sixth. Aryabhata
wrote the book Aryabhatiya when he was barely 23 years. He calculated the position
of the planets according to the Babylonian method. He discovered the cause of lunar
and solar eclipses. He measured the circumference of the earth. He pointed out that
the sun is stationary and the earth rotates around it.
Varhimihira who lived in the sixth century A.D wrote Brihat Samhita another wellknown work on astronomy. Varhaihira stated that the moon rotates around the
earth and the earth rotates around the sun. He utilized several Greek works to
explain the movement of the planets and some other astronomical problems.
Varhmihira wrote a summary of five astronomical books current in his time. He
called one of his five astronomical systems as Romaka Sidhanta.
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Brahmagupta Brahamagupta in his book Brahmasphuta - Siddhantas appreciated

the value of observation and astronomy and his book was translated into Arabic.
One last outstanding mathematician in India was Bhaskarachary who was born in
modern Karnataka. He wrote the book Siddhanta Siromani, a treatise on astronomy.
This four-part text book was written in 1150 AD when Bhaskara was 36 years old.
The work is composed in Sanskrit and has 1450 verses.
Ancient Indian Medicine
The people in ancient India had considerable knowledge of Medicine. In the field of
medicine, Ayurveda is the most significant contribution of ancient India. Seven
hundred hymns in Atharva Veda refer to the topics of Ayurveda. The Vedic hymns
attribute various diseases to demons and spirits and the remedies for hymns
prescribing correctly the symptoms of several diseases.
The importance of medicine gained currency from 800 B.C. Medicine became a
regular subject of study at centers like Taxila and Varanasi. The latter specialized
in surgery. The physician was a respectable member of society and the Vaidyas
mostly Brahmins were ranked higher in the social hierarchy.

India witnessed two famous scholars Charaka and Susrtua who made considerable
contribution to the field of Ayurveda system of medicine. Charaka in the second
century A.D compiled the teachings of two of his predecessors who served at Taxila
and called it Charakasamhita. Charakasamhita is considered to be the
encyclopaedia of Indian medicines. It describes various types of fever, leprosy,
hysteria and tuberculosis.
For its treatment Charaka lays special emphasis on cleanliness and on diet. His
book contains the names of a large number of plants and herbs which were used as
medicine. Charakasamhita is useful not only for study of ancient Indian medicine
but also for ancient Indian flora and chemistry. In subsequent centuries Indian
medicines developed on the lines laid down by Charakasamhita.
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Another book on medicine, compiled by Susruta in the fourth century A.D was
Susrutasmhita. In this book Susruta describes methods of operating contract, stone
disease and several other ailments. He mentions as many as 121 implements to be
used for operations. It was only from the time of Susruta that surgery came to
occupy an important place in Indian medicine.
Charakasamhita and Susrutasmhita reached as far as Manchuria through
translations in Tibetan and other Asian languages. In the eighth century A.D. these
books influenced European medicine system as it was carried by two Arab travellers.
Charaka Samhita was translated into Arabic in the 9th century A.D. and it was
reprinted as late as 1550.

Ancient Indian Physics

Ancient Indian Achievements The knowledge of Physics was closely linked with religion

that recognized many types of atoms and elements. In later period, some Buddhists
school of thought conceived atom as the minutes object capable of occupying space
in fastest duration of time, coming into being and vanishing, almost in an instant,
only to be succeeded by another atom caused by the first.
The Vaisesika School believed a single atom to be a point in space completely
without magnitude. Further, most of the schools believed that atoms constitute
molecules.

Ancient Indian Chemistry and Metallurgy
A great deal of progress was made in ancient India in the field of chemistry and
metallurgy. The Harappans developed metallurgy of copper and bronze about 2500
B.C. The Vedic Aryans tanned leather, fermented grains and fruits, and dyed scale
production of copper, iron and steel, brass, silver and gold and their alloys. Indian
steel was highly esteemed and was exported in large quantities.
It was from the seventh century, alchemy the forerunner of chemistry was referred
to in Indian literature. The applied chemistry of ancient India did succeed in
producing many important alkalis, acids and metallic salts. It is claimed by
historian A. L. Basham that a form of gun powder was discovered in ancient India.
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The greater heights of knowledge of metallurgy and engineering in ancient India are
borne by the discovery of pure copper statue of Buddha at Sultanganj. The famous
iron Pillar at the Qutab complex in New Delhi also is a testimony to this fact.
In the ancient India the technological advancement first originated for religious
purposes. When the people became well settled and the agrarian mode of production
started producing surplus food, the technological advancement gained importance.
It’s only in the later Vedic period, more significantly in the Christian era, that the
technological advancement made some real progress.
There are huge amount of literature produced during that time that throws light on
different facets technological advancements. This was particularly in the field of
mathematics, astronomy, medicine etc.

Ancient India Education

Nalanda University India has a rich tradition of learning and education right from the

antiquity. The excavation of the sites of Indus valley civilization has brought to our
notice the prevalence of written script that suggests people of that time had
sufficient knowledge and education must have played a huge part in shaping up
their lives. Unfortunately, the script of that time has not been deciphered, so
nothing can be told more about the education system prevalent during the Indus
Valley Civilization.
It was around 1500 BC, when the Aryans settled in Gangetic valley more elaborate
system of education got evolved. The Hindu religion also evolved at this time and
the compilation of the Vedas took place. Initially the four Vedas were orally passed
on from one generation to the other, but later they were written down. It was the
knowledge of acoustics that enabled ancient Indians to orally transmit the Vedas
from generation to generation. The Rig Veda, the main religious and socio-economic
text of Hindus was written between 1300 and 1100 BC.
Institutional form of imparting learning came into existence in the early centuries
of the Christian era. The approach to learning was to study logic and epistemology.
The study of logic was followed by Hindus, Buddhists and Jains. In the field
epistemology, Jains contributed the most.
Education in ancient India centred on three simple processes; Sravana, Manana
and Niddhyaasana. Sravana was listening to the truths as they fell from the lips of
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the teacher. Knowledge was technically called Sruti or what was heard by the ear
and not what was seen in writing was the essence of Sarvana.
The second process of knowledge was Manana that implies that the pupil has to
think out for himself the meaning of the lessons imparted to him orally by his
teacher so that they may be assimilate fully.
The third step was known as Nidhyasana meaning complete comprehension by the
pupil of the truth that is taught so that he may live the truth and not merely explain
it
by
words.
In ancient India the objective of knowledge was that it must result in realization of
truth. The admission was made by the formal ceremony Upanayana or initiation by
which the pupil left the home of his natural parents for that of the preceptor to gain
knowledge. In this new home he had a second birth and was called Dvijya or twiceborn.
Institutional Form of Education in Ancient India

Nyaya schools The institutional form of education was first imparted through the

Guru-Sishya system of learning. The training of the students took place at the home
of a Brahmin teacher. The relationship between the student and the teacher was
most important in shaping up the entire education process. In some texts, the
teacher is depicted as the poor ascetic and it is the duty of the student to beg for
his teacher.
In ancient India, the aim of education was to develop the pupil's personality, his
innate and latent capacities as a process of one's inner growth and self-fulfilment.
This view of education evolved its own technique, its rules, methods and practices.
The family functioned as a domestic school, an Asrama or a hermitage. Here, the
teacher's constant attention and personal instruction developed the mental faculties
of the students. The first lesson that was taught to the student was the performance
of sandhya and also the reciting of gayatri mantra.
Education was treated as a matter of individual concern and not a method of mass
production. The thinking principle or Manana Shakti was reckoned as most
important subject of education in ancient India. The training of the mind and the
process of thinking were essential for the acquisition of knowledge. Hence the
primary focus of education was the mind itself.
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Nyaya schools The most important topic of Indian thought was Pramana or means of

reliable knowledge. The Nyaya schools upheld four Pramanas – perceptions,
analogy or comparison, word (Sabda), and pronunciation of Vedas as reliable
knowledge. The Vedanta school later added one more to it i.e. intuition.
Ancient Indian education system postulated syllogism and recognized logic such as
reduction and absurdum, circular argument, infinite regression, dilemma, and
ignorance. There were not only two possibilities of existence and non-existence but
seven according to ancient Indian education system and conceded that the world is
more complex and subtle than we think.
Advanced Learning Institute in Ancient India
There were special institutions for the promotion of advance learning and research
in ancient India. These were called as Brahmana-Sangha or Congress of
philosophers in the Rig Veda.

In the Brahmana Sangha, academies, called Parisads, held learned discussions in
refined Sanskrit to express their highest thoughts. In the Upanishads, there is a
reference to the Pancala Parisad in whose proceedings even kings participated.
The codification of Brahmanical philosophy was done under the direction of the
master philosopher, Yajnavalkya, after elaborate discussion at the BrahmanaSangha.
There was equality between the sexes at the Brahmana-Sangha. The Rig Veda
mentions women Rais called Brahmanavadinis participating in Brahmana Sangha.
A lady- philosopher named Gargi was a prominent participant in the deliberations
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that finds special mention, besides men like Uddalaka Arni is also mentioned of
taking part in the discussions.
Theses learning were also prompted by discussions at public meetings which were
a regular feature of the rural life in ancient India. It was addressed by wandering
scholars known as Carakas. These scholars toured the country to deliver public
discourses and invited discussion with the local people.
Method of Teaching in Ancient India
The teacher would instruct handful of students seated on ground. At the beginning
the main subject studied was to be the Vedas. For many hours daily students would
repeat verses after verses of the Vedas till they attain mastery of at least one of them.
To ensure correctness of memory, the hymns were taught in more than one way.
Soon the curriculum was expanded and six Vedangas were then taught - the
performance of sacrifice, correct pronunciation, knowledge of prosody, etymology,
grammar, and the science of calendar were the topics of study.
In the post-Vedic era, teachers often instructed their Brahmin students in the six
schools of Philosophy. The writers of Smritis maintain that young women of upper
class underwent this kind of training. Princes and other leading Kshatriyas were
trained in all the manifold sciences to make them fit for government. Education
was barred for the lower rung of the society and boys learned the trade through
their fathers, while girls remain uneducated.
Centres of Learning in Ancient India
There were many places in ancient India that is associated with learning. Some of
the centres of learning turned into towns and prominent among them were places
like Varanasi, Taxila from the day of Buddha and Kanchi in the beginning of the
Christian era.
Varanasi was famous for its religious teachings. At Varanasi there were about 500
students and a number of teachers. There were also universities at Taxila and
Ujjain. They were centres for learning medicine, mathematics and astronomy. In the
south Kanchi became an important center of learning. Then there was Vallabhi,
Nalanda and Vikramashila.
Taxila was known for its secular studies. Some cities became renowned because of
their teachers. Among the famous men connected with Taxila was Panini, the
grammarian of the fifth century B.C. It is interesting to note that in Taxila even
married people were admitted as students. A Jataka story tells of how a teacher of
Taxila treated well the students who paid him money while keeping other waiting.
There were other learned persons like Charaka who was one of the leading
authorities of Indian medical sciences.
Kautilya, the Brahmin minister of
Chandragupta Maurya was an expert in political science.
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The ancient text Smritis maintains that a small number of students use to study
under a single teacher; however this was not a rule. The whole establishment was
maintained by charitable people. Ideally, the teacher took no fee, but the students
repaid his debt by their service to the teacher.
Nalanda University - Ancient Universities of India

Buddhist university Among the seats of learning in ancient India, the University at

Nalanda stands tall in every aspect. Nalanda University attracted students not only
from different parts of India but also from Tibet, China, Korea and Central Asia.
Nalanda University had imposing structures in its sprawling campus. There were
eight colleges in the campus each built in different patterns. One of the colleges was
built by Sri Vijaya, the king of Sumatra. According to Hiuen-Tsang, one of the
colleges had four storeyed high structure.
Every facility existed for studying various kinds of subjects at the Nalanda
University. As per Tibetan records; there were three great libraries in the University
at Nalanda.
The standard of examination was very stiff at Nalanda University. For all those who
sought admissions, a prescribed entrance test was held at the University gates. Only
candidates who could pass the test were admitted to the University. Also, for
admissions, candidates were required to be familiar with the title and authors of old
and new books.

Nalanda University was one of the earliest examples of residential cum-teaching
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institutions. It housed thousands of monks devoted to learning, philosophy and
meditation. Over 10,000 students including teachers lived and studied at the
university. They came from various parts of the world.
Though Nalanda was primarily a Buddhist university its curricula included Hindu
scriptures, philosophy and medicine. According to Hiuen-Tsang, since students
were expected to enter into dialogue with visiting scholars, logic and exegetics were
preeminent subjects. This compulsion of public debate made both teachers and
students become familiar with all systems of thought in accurate summary.
The Nalanda University had also succession of brilliant teachers. Dharmapala was
a Tamil noble from Kanchi. Janamitra come from another country. Silabhadra, the
saintly guru of Hiuen-Tsang, came from Assam.
A great achievement of the University was that it was able to continuously
rejuvenate Buddhism in far off countries. Tibetan records mention a succession of
learned monks from Nalanda University who visited their country. It is also
mentions that Sudhakara Simha went to China and worked there on the translation
of Buddhist texts.
The education system in ancient India was very rich in terms of human development
and contributed to the growth of Indian civilization. The idea of Indian civilization
continued to flourish as India transcended its journey from Ancient to Medieval to
Modern times.

Cities of Ancient India

Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro The archaeological and historical evidences suggest that

there existed an astounding number of town and cities in ancient India with
concentrated human settlements. Some of the ancient cities that were prominent in
ancient India are mentioned below;

Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro
The two important cities each had perhaps 35,000 people at their peak period. These
cities had features which made them unique included brick and had well-planned
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streets, pottery drainage ditches, large granaries, and a large bath for ritual
cleansing.

Ancient India Cities

Kalibangan
Kalibangan is a town situated in Hanumangarh district of Rajasthan. It’s located on
the banks of River Ghaggar. Kalibangan is the third important city of Indus valley
civilization. The city had received its name from the innumerable pieces of terracotta
bangles that were excavated there.

Kalibangan

Dholavira
Dholavira is an archaeological site in Kutch District of Gujarat that contains ruins
of an ancient Indus Valley Civilization. It is one of the five largest Harappan sites.
Rupar
Rupar, is a city of Punjab. It is also one of the bigger sites belonging to the Indus
Valley Civilization.
Rakhigarhi
Rakhigarhi is a village in Hisar District in Haryana. It was the site of an extensive
city and part of the Indus Valley Civilization.
Lothal
Lothal in Gujarat is one of the most prominent cities of the Indus valley civilisation.
The findings consist of a dock that makes Lothal the world's earliest known port
towns. It was a thriving trade centre during Indus civilization.
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Ganeriwala
Ganeriwala is situated on the dry river of Ghaggar now a part of vast desert. It is
spread over 80 hectares and is the largest sites of the Indus Valley Civilization. It
is not excavated yet and is only identified.
Aror
Aror is located 8 km east of Rohri in present day Sindh, Pakistan. It had served as
the ancient capital of Sindh and was once located on the banks of Indus River. The
city was once the prime centre of commerce and trade.
Agroha
Agroha is an ancient town in Hisar district of Haryana. It is an Indus Valley
Civilization archeological site. Ancient structures, pot-shards, coins and seals have
been found in archaeological excavations there.
Kannauj
Kannauj, a district of Uttar Pradesh is of immense historical significance in ancient
India. In ancient texts it is described as "a city which raised its head to the skies
and which in strength and beauty might boast of being unrivalled."
Bairatis
Bairatis is located 52 km north of Jaipur in Rajasthan. It’s was a celebrated town
in ancient India.
Sagalais
Sagalais, the modern day Sialkot, in Pakistan, once served as a great centre of trade
and commerce.
Sravasti
Sravasti located in the Gonda district of Uttar Pradesh is associated with Buddhism.
This ancient Indian city is known to shelter Buddha for 24 rainy seasons at the
Jetvana Gardens.
Sitanagaram
Sitanagaram is a small ancient site located in the Guntur district in Andhra
Pradesh. It was an ancient Vedic City. The place is related to the ancient history of
Ramayana during the last Treta Yuga.
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Hansi
Hansi is an ancient city currently in the Hisar district of Haryana. This city is known
to possess five gates to enter Delhi where from any of its gates altitude increases
gradually as one enters Delhi city.
Kumbhojis
Kumbhojis is the name of an ancient town located in the Kolhapur district of
Maharashtra.
Kalpiis
Kalpiis is located in Jalaun district of Uttar Pradesh. It is conceived as the birthplace
of sage VedVyasa, who authored Mahabharata.
Bhinmal
Bhinmal is a town in the Jalore district of Rajasthan, once served as the capital of
ancient Gujarat.

Tamraliptais
Tamraliptais identified as Tamluk is yet another ancient city, presently coming
under West Bengal.
Urayur
Urayur in Tamil stands for "the residence" is a city located in Tiruchirappalli district
of Tamil Nadu.
Dwaraka
Dwaraka, the ancient city, is situated in Gujarat. It’s considered in Hindu mythology
as the dwelling place of Lord Krishna.
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Bayana
Bayana is a town in Bharatpur district of Rajasthan. It was known in ancient India
as Sripatha or Sriprashtha or Shantipura.
Chunar
Chunar, located in the Mirzapur District of Uttar Pradesh was well-known town in
ancient India.
Ujjain
Ujjain is located on the banks of river Shipra in Madhya Pradesh. The ancient city
gained prominence because river Shipra has a important place in Hindu mythology.
Osian
Osian is an ancient city located 65 km from Jodhpur. It considered as an oasis
amidst the desert of Rajasthan.
Sopara
Sopara- was an ancient port town located in Thane district of Maharashtra. This
town flourished from the 3rd century BC to the 9th century AD. The finding of the
relics in a stupa and the rock edicts of Ashoka in 1882 prove the importance of this
port town.
Kurukshetra
Kurukshetra located in Haryana was an important place as the War of Mahabharata
was fought here and during the time of war Bhagavad Gita was preached there.
Paithan
Paithan is in Aurangabad district of Maharashtra. The city was the capital of the
Sātavāhana Empire that ruled from 2nd century BC to 2nd century AD. It is one of
the few inland towns mentioned in the famous 1st century AD Greek book, Periplus
Maris Erytharaei
Vallabhi
Vallabhi s an ancient city located in Saurashtra in Gujarat. It was the capital of the
ancient Maitraka dynasty.
Kalinjar
Kalinjar is a fortress-city is located in Banda district of Uttar Pradesh. The fortress
contains several temples, dating as far back as the Gupta dynasty of the 3rd-5th
centuries. It served several of Bundelkhand's ruling dynasties.
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Tirunelveli
Tirunelveli in Tamil Nadu is an ancient settlement. It was a seat of rule of the early
Pandyas, the medieval and later Cholas, the later Pandyas, the Ma'bar and
Tirunelveli sultanates.
Ayodhya
Ayodhya is situated adjacent to Faizabad city in Uttar Pradesh. It is also known as
Saket. This ancient city is believed to be the birthplace of the Lord Vishnu’s avatar
Rama, and setting of the epic Ramayana.
Swat
Swat is in the present-day Khyber Pakhtunkhwa region of Pakistan. It is thought to
be the probable birthplace of Vajrayana Buddhism.
Kausambi
Kaushambi is one of the districts of Uttar Pradesh. In ancient India it was the capital
of the Vatsa Mahajanapada, one of the 16 such states.
Taxila
Taxila is a town and an important archaeological site in Rawalpindi; Pakistan. The
city dates back to the Gandhara period and contains the ruins of the Gandhāran
city of Takshashila which was an important Hindu and Buddhist centre.
Kapilavastu
Tilaurakot archaeological site in Nepal is identified as a possible location for
Kapilavastu. It is widely accepted that Buddha spent the first 29 years of his life in
the vicinity of Kapilavastu.
Lumbini
Lumbinī is located in the Rupandehi district of Nepal. It is largely regarded as the
birth place of Gautama Buddhha.
Kusinagara
Kushinagar is a town in Kushinagar district of Uttar Pradesh. It’s where Gautama
Buddha died.
Sarnath
Sarnath is located 13 kilometres from Varanasi, in Uttar Pradesh. It’s where
Gautama Buddha first taught the Dharma, and where the Buddhist Sangha came
into existence.
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Bodh Gaya
Bodh Gaya is in the Gaya district of Bihar. It is known as the place where Gautama
Buddha is said to have obtained Enlightenment
Sankassa
Sankassa is now identified to be in Farrukhabad district of Uttar Pradesh. The city
came into prominence at the time of Gautama Buddha. King Ashoka developed this
place and installed one of his famous Pillars. He also built a stupa and a temple
commemorating the visit of the Buddha.

Nalanda
Nalanda is located in Bihar and was an ancient centre of higher learning from the
fifth century AD to 1197 AD.
Varanasi
Varanasi is a city on the banks of the river Ganga in Uttar Pradesh. Varanasi is the
oldest living city on earth. In ancient India it was the city of learning. Scholarly
books have been written in the city, including the Ramcharitmanas of Tulsidas.
Mathura
Mathura is a city in Uttar Pradesh. It’s associated with the birthplace of Lord
Krishna. Mahabharata and Bhagavata Purana epics, tells that Mathura was the
capital of the Surasena Kingdom, ruled by Kansa, the maternal uncle of Shri
Krishna. During the ancient India, Mathura was an economic hub as it was located
at the junction of important caravan routes.
Vaisali
Vaishali was an ancient city located in current Vaishali District, Bihar. It was the
capital city of the Licchavi, one of the world's first republics during mahajanapada
period, in the 6th century BC. It was here the 24th Jain Tirthankara Mahavira was
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born in 599 BC. At Vaishali, Buddha preached his last sermon before his death in
483 BC.
Pataliputra
The modern-day Patna was in ancient India known as Pataliputra. It was originally
built by Ajatashatru in 490 BC. It became the capital of the ancient Mahājanapadas
kingdom of Magadha and served as the seat of power of the Murya and the Gupta
empires.
Bairat
Bairat is in Jaipur district of Rajasthan. Its history goes back to the time of
Mahajanapada (kingdom) when it served as the capital of Machcha or Matsya. It
also finds mention in the Mahabharata.
Kanyakubja
(Kannauj)- Kannauj is in Uttar Pradesh. Kannauj is an ancient city, in earlier times
the capital of emperor Harshavardhan. It was called Calinipaxa during reign of
Alexander.

Ancient Indian Agriculture

Manuring The excavation of the Mehrgarh period sites that is

around 8000-6000 BC throws some startling facts about Indian agriculture that
began as early as 9000 BC. The domestication of plants and animals are reported
in the subcontinent by 9000 BC. Wheat, barley and jujube were among crops, sheep
and goats were among animals that were domesticated. This period also saw the
first domestication of the elephants.
With implements and techniques being developed for agriculture settled life soon
followed in India. Double monsoons that led to two harvests being reaped in one
year in the country facilitated the settled mode of production.
In the Neolithic period roughly 8000-5000 BC, agriculture was far from the
dominant mode of support for human societies, but those who adopted it flourished.
Agro pastoralism in India included threshing, planting crops in rows—either of two
or of six—and storing grain in granaries. They passed their techniques of
agricultural production to the next generation. This transformation of knowledge
was the base of further development of agriculture in India.
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cotton spinning

Agricultural communities became widespread in Kashmir valley around 5000 BC.
It was reported that Cotton was cultivated by 5000 – 4000 BC in Kashmir.
As early as 4530 BC and 5440 BC wild Oryza rice appeared in the Belan and Ganges
valley regions of northern India. At that time hemp was also domesticated and its
applications was in number of things including making narcotics, fibre and oil.

Ancient Indian Agriculture in Indus Valley Civilization
Indus Valley civilization relied on the considerable technological achievements of the
pre-Harappan culture, including the plough. The farmers of the Indus Valley grew
peas, sesame, and dates. Rice was cultivated in the Indus Valley Civilization.
Indus civilization people practiced rainfall harvesting. At a recently discovered Indus
civilization site in western India, archaeologists discovered a series of massive
reservoirs, hewn from solid rock and designed to collect rainfall, that would have
been capable of meeting the city's needs during the dry season.
The Indus cotton industry was well developed and some methods used in cotton
spinning and fabrication.
Agricultural activity during the second millennium BC included rice cultivation in
the Kashmir and Harrappan regions are noticed. Mixed farming was the basis of the
Indus valley economy.
Several wild cereals, including rice, grew in the Vindhyan Hills, and rice cultivation,
at sites such as Chopani-Mando and Mahagara, was underway as early as 7000 BC.
Chopani-Mando and Mahagara are located on the upper reaches of the Ganges
drainage system.
Irrigation was developed in the Indus Valley Civilization by around 4500 BC. The
size and prosperity of the Indus civilization grew as a result of this innovation. It
eventually led to more planned settlements making use of drainage and sewers.
Sophisticated irrigation and water storage systems were developed by the Indus
Valley Civilization, including artificial reservoirs at Girnar dated to 3000 BC, and an
early canal irrigation system in 2600 BC.
Archaeological evidence of an animal-drawn plough dates back to 2500 BC. Some
animalsthought to be vital for survival were worshiped. Trees were also
domesticated and worshiped. Pipal and Banyan tree was venerated. Others tress
that had their medicinal uses found mention in the holistic medical system
Ayurveda.
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crop protection

Ancient Indian Agriculture in Vedic period
There are repeated references to iron in the later Vedic texts (BC. 1000–500 BC).
Cultivation of a wide range of cereals, vegetables, and fruits is described in the text.
Meat and milk products were part of the diet; animal husbandry was important. The
soil was ploughed several times. The importance of seeds was emphasised and a
certain sequence of cropping were recommended. Cow dung provided the manure
and irrigation was practiced was during this time.

Ancient Indian Agriculture in Mauryan Empire
The Mauryan Empire (322–185 BCE) categorized soils and made meteorological
observations for the agricultural use. Other Mauryan facilitation included
construction and maintenance of dams and provision of horse-drawn chariots—that
was quicker than traditional bullock carts.
The Greek diplomat Megasthenes (300 BC) in his
an eyewitness account of Indian agriculture at that time.

book

Indikaprovides

He writers, “India has many huge mountains which abound in fruit-trees of every
kind, and many vast plains of great fertility. The greater part of the soil is under
irrigation, and consequently bears two crops in the course of the year.In addition to
cereals, there grows millet, anddifferent sorts of pulse and rice throughout
India. Since there are two monsoons in the course of each year the inhabitants
gather in two harvests annually. “

South Indian agriculture

Ancient South Indian Agriculture
The agriculture scene of South India was equally bright in Ancient India. The Tamil
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people cultivated a wide range of crops such as rice, sugarcane, millets, black
pepper, various grains, coconuts, beans, cotton, plantain, tamarind and
sandalwood, Jackfruit, coconut, palm, areca and plantain trees etc.
Systematic ploughing, manuring, weeding, irrigation and crop protection was
practiced for sustained agriculture in South India.
Water storage systems were designed during this period. Kallanai (1st-2nd century
AD), a dam built on river Kaveri, is considered the as one of the oldest waterregulation structures in the world that is still in use.

Agriculture Trade in Ancient India
Foreign crops were introduced to India and Indian products soon reached the world
via existing trading networks. Spice trade involving spices such as cinnamon and
black peppergained momentum and India started shippingthem to the
Mediterranean.
The detailed archaeological record and the Periplus of the ErythraeanSea show that
India’s trade with Roman Empire flourished. During the early centuries of the
Common Era, Chinese sericulture attracted Indian sailors.

The agrarian society The earliest reference of candied sugar or crystallized sugar
comes from the time of the Guptas (320-550 AD). Soon the traveling Buddhist
monkstransmitted the process of making sugar to China. Chinese documents
confirm at least two missions to India, initiated in 647 AD, for obtaining technology
for sugar-refining.
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Indian spice exports find mention in the works of IbnKhurdadhbeh (850), al-Ghafiqi
(1150), Ishak bin Imaran (907) and Al Kalkashandi (fourteenth century).

Ancient Indian Agriculture in Chola Period
The agrarian society in South India during the Chola Empire (875-1279) reveals that
collective holding of land slowly gave way to individual plots, each with their own
irrigation system during Chola rule.
The Cholas also had bureaucrats which oversaw the distribution of water,
particularly the distribution of water by tank-and-channel networks to the drier
areas. The growth of individual disposition of farming may have led to a decrease in
areas of dry cultivation.

Ancient India Food

Ancient India Food The excavation of the Mehrgarh period sites around 8000-6000

BC throws some startling facts about ancient Indian food habits. The domestication
of plants and animals are reported in the subcontinent during that time. Wheat,
barley and jujube were among crops cultivated, sheep and goats were among the
animals domesticated for food.
In the Neolithic period roughly 8000-5000 BC, agriculture products were the
dominant mode of food products. Agricultural communities became widespread in
Kashmir valley around 5000 BC. As early as 4530 BC and 5440 BC wild Oryza rice
appeared in the Belan and Ganges valley regions of northern India.
The earliest evidence of food in ancient India comes from excavated sites in the
Indus Valley Civilization. Indus Valley civilization relied on the considerable
technological achievements of the pre-Harappan culture, including the plough. The
farmers of the Indus Valley grew peas, sesame, dates and rice. Agricultural activity
during the second millennium BC included rice cultivation in the Kashmir and in
other Harrappan regions.
Several wild cereals, including rice, grew in the Vindhyan Hills, and rice cultivation,
at sites such as Chopani-Mando and Mahagara, was underway as early as 7000 BC.
The picture of ancient Indian food becomes much clearer after the Aryan settlement
in the Gangetic planes. The compilation of the religious scriptures gives vivid
account of the food that was in vogue during that time.
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The people who settled in the Gangetic plains were good farmers. They ate both
vegetarian and non-vegetarian foods. They cultivated barley wheat rice, melons and
cotton. They domesticated cow, pigs, buffalo and sheep. They lived in banks of rivers
and caught fish from river with fish hooks.
Food items mentioned in Vedic literature
The Vedic literature throws considerable light on the food and drink habits of the
people of the ancient India. Among the food grains, the Rig Veda repeatedly
mentions barley, particularly fried barley. Of frequent occurrence is the word `anna`
which may not essentially mean rice; it denotes food in general.

Foods items in the age of Brahmanas

India Foods Rice and wheat appear to have been the staple food in the age of

Brahmanas. Different products of barley and rice, mentioned in the Aitareya are
dhana, karambha, parivdpa, purodds`a andpayasyd. These were mainly fried
barley; cooked with butter, powder of dhana fried with butter, parched rice fried in
butter,
rice-cake,
mixture
of
curd
and
milk.
Milk and various milk products that were used include clarified butter, curdled milk,
dadhi (curd), karambha (porridge), ghrta (unmelted butter), navanita (cream or fresh
butter), sdnndyya (mixture of curd and milk), mixture of milk and sotna, cam (milk,
curd, honey, butter etc. mixed together), sara (thickened surface of milk), etc.
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Udumbara (sacrificial fig), jujube and berries are some of the edible fruits mentioned
in the Brahmanas. Shatapatha Brahmana mentions sugarcane. Aitareya Upanishad
mentions shoots of Banyan trees and fruits of fig.
In the Kalpasutra the mentions use of various food grains, namely rice, barley,
wheat, millet, sesame and pulses have been found.
Meat Eating in Ancient India
In ancient India meat was not only eaten, but was also regarded as the best kind of
food. The meat of barren cows and sterile ox, goat and sheep was a delicacy. We
learn from the Shatapatha Brahmana and Aitareya the vogue of beef-eating; it used
to be served to a king or other highly respectable guests.
The Sutras also bear clear testimony to meat-eating. Meat, both roasted on spits
and cooked in pots, appears to have been in use. It was an essential element in
madhuparka offered to distinguished guests.
The Dharma sutras shed considerable light on the meat permitted and prohibited.
As regards bird-meat, the Dharma sutras mention many birds permitted or
prohibited. Also prohibited are the aquatic creatures called porpoise, nakra, kulira,
cefa and gavaya. The Vedic texts also mention the usage of the meat of bulls, horses,
buffaloes and even of dogs.
Vegetarian food, excluding animal and fish meat became the norm only after the
coming of Buddhism. In the Gupta period people mostly ate vegetables, cereals,
fruits, breads, and drank milk.
Fruits and Vegetables in Ancient India

Melons and Cotton Of the fruits, mango seems to have been common. Apastamba

Dhamasutra mentions it as a familiar example. Other fruits mentioned in the Sutras
are kharjura (dates), variety of jujube called Badara, Karkandhu and Kuvala.
Of the vegetables and juicy substances, prohibited are karanja (red garlic), kisalaya
(sprouts), kydku (mushroom), lasuna (garlic), nirydsa (substances exuding from
trees; etc.
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Drinks in Ancient India
Among the drinks mentioned are sura, honey, milk and fruit-juice. The Taittiriya
Upanishad, mentions sura to be extracted from certain herbs or fermented from
rice. Madhu (honey) appears to have been used as an article of food. A preparation
of fried rice, called laja, is mentioned. Dadhimantha perhaps means liquefied curd
or clarified butter. Milk (kslra), curd (dadhi) and ghee is also mentioned. In the age
of Sutras, the drinks that appear to have been in vogue besides milk are Takra
(butter-milk mixed with water) and Mantha (a preparation of dry barley meal stirred
in milk, curd, water or melted butter).
Intoxicating Drinks in Ancient India

cultivated crops The Veda also testifies to the wide prevalence of drinking wine. In the

Vedic texts, among drinks that are mentioned are wine and somarasa; the latter
was, perhaps, used by the upper classes, particularly in sacrifices. Somarasa
appears to have been confined to the priestly class.
As regards intoxicating drinks, surd or spirituous liquor was the commonest. Surd
appears to have been a very popular drink, especially at marriage and certain other
rites. Surd is condemned in Shatapatha Brahmana. iThe Shatapatha Brahmana
also condemn Parisrut that appears to have been semi-fermented liquor. The two
drinks were specifically prohibited for Brahmanas. In certain ancient literary texts,
female dancers drinking wine are mentioned. Other such drinks are madhu and
maireya.
Popular Food of Ancient India
Their popular food in ancient India was products of wheat served with barley or rice
along with fish and meat. Karambha seems to have been a popular food; it may
mean a sort of gruel made with flour and curd or a sort of porridge prepared with
unhusked, parched and kneaded barley grains.
Ksirapakvaanna, apupa (cake) appear to have been delicacies and crushed grain,
mixed with curd, was also relished. Puroddsa (a kind of cake) was used in sacrificial
offerings.
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Among the preparations of rice are mentioned odana (cooked with water) and payasa
or ksiraudana (cooked with milk), sthdlipdka (rice or barley cooked with milk or
water) appears to have been a special dish meant for ceremonial occasions.
Dhanya is also mentioned, so is saktu (pulverised grain) that was commonly used.
Salt and sugar appear to have been added to food for adding to the taste. Among
the condiments, Pippali (long pepper) and marica (black pepper) are mentioned. Two
kinds of cakes, made of ground corn, are mentioned. Of these, Purodds was offered
chiefly in sacrifices and Apupa was generally eaten by the people.
An inquisitive practice in vogue in ancient India was that certain articles, including
a preparation of ground rice, barley or sugarcane-juice, were offered to serpents.
Food Items Mentioned in Ramayana

Gupta Empire food In the Ramayana it is mentioned that the Aryans were accustomed

to both vegetarian and non-vegetarian food. The vanaras (monkeys) were used to
vegetarian food alone, their food having been fruits, roots and leaves. The Raksasas
were carnivorous. The Aryan people mainly used rice, barley, wheat and pulses.
Boiled rice appears to be the most popular food. Refined rice, mixed with curd and
milk, was a favourite dish. Among milk products, curd, curd mixed with sugar and
ghee was used.
Meat-eating appears to have been widely prevalent both among the Aryans and the
non-Aryans. So far as drinking wine is concerned, the Ramayana condemns the
practice particularly among the Brahmanas.
Wine appears to be of two main varieties, namely distilled and natural. Among other
drinks mentioned are honey and madhuparka, the latter being an admixture of
curd, ghee, honey, sugar and water.
Food items mentioned in Mahabharata
From certain references in the Mahabharata sesamum appears to be used as food.
Milk and milk products like curd, ghee is mentioned. Of the sweets, cakes (apilpa),
and sugarcane-juice (i.e. molasses) are mentioned.
Fruits, even some wild varieties, were eaten by people. As regards meat-eating, the
Mahabharata allows it at some places while condemning it at others. The meat of
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birds also appears to have been edible; their species, however, is mentioned.
Further, from certain references fish appears and used as food.
The food habit of the people in ancient India was vegetarian and non vegetarian.
While the vegetarian products were based on agricultural, that included cereals,
fruits and vegetables, the non vegetarian product came from domesticated animals
and fishing. As the economy was primarily agriculture, there was plenty of food
available for everyone in ancient India.

Daily Life in Ancient India

Daily Life In Ancient India The daily life of the people of ancient India is based on the

excavated sites, inscriptions and the religious text book written.
They provide glimpses of the life style prevalent during that time and help in
constructing a near authentic picture of the daily life in ancient India.
The daily life of the Indus valley civilization that flourished between 3000-2500 BC
can be traced from the remains of the ancient sites of the Harappa and Mohenjodaro
cities that were discovered by the archaeologists in 1922.

In these cities, houses were found to be made of baked brick and the houses had
flat roofs. The houses were single or double storied with courtyard having well and
bathrooms.
The cities had streets with well-connected drainage system. It had a large central
storage building for grain. The discovery of public swimming pool leads to infer that
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religious bathing was common during that time. The smaller rooms and pools were
dressing rooms and private baths for the important people of the town.
Ancient Indian Daily Life in Indus Valley Civilization
The people of the Indus valley civilization eat vegetarian and non vegetarian food.
They eat wheat, barley, dates and vegetables. They domesticated animals for their
meat that included sheep, pigs, zebus (a kind of cow), and water buffalos. Their diet
included fish which they caught from the rivers using fishing rods with hooks.
The people of Indus valley wore colorful robes, with women wearing gold and
precious stone jewelry. The dancing figure reveals that people loved dancing and
singing. The children used to play with small carts, toys shaped as birds, monkeys
etc are found from the excavated sites.
The Indus people were excellent craftsmen. They were skilled potters and weavers.
The artifacts discovered suggest they could produce exquisite pieces of craftwork.
They also excelled in the metal work.
The Indus people used wooden carts with wheels for transportation. They also used
boats and ships to carry out trade. Pictographic seals have been found proving trade
links between Indus Valley and Mesopotamian civilization.

Indo-Aryan people

Ancient Indian Daily Life in Indo Aryan People
The arrival of the Indo-Aryan people from central Asia and beyond and their settling
down in north Indian planes marks the beginning of the Vedic Age. This Vedic age
roughly covers the period from 1500 BC to 600 BC.
The information about the daily life of Aryan people could be inferred from the Vedas
that was written over a period of time. Further books like the Upnisahds, the
Puranas, the Mahabharta and Ramayna written in the later period; contain
description of people’s life, rituals, beliefs, wars and other achievements.
The Aryan people lived in houses made from wood and straw. Their life centered on
a community fire place, called Yagna. Here people used to meet and share their life
together. Their religious life centered on many gods and goddesses.
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Ancient Indian Daily Life in Vedic Period
In the earlier Vedic period, the tribes were called ‘Gana’ which had a chief and this
was a hereditary title that passed from father to son. The Aryans people started
growing cotton and from that they weaved clothes. The dress was almost same for
both the sexes. Men usually wrapped cloth around their waist and covered their
lower part of the body. The upper part was uncovered but they wore headdress.

Women shoes and jewels Women wore two piece of clothing. A length of cloth was
wrapped around the lower part and a loose fitting cloth covered the upper part. Later
women started wearing skirt (a large wrap around waist and below), with loose tops
(cholis) with headdress. Rich women used to wear jewels and leather shoes. Women
wore jewelry made from gold, precious stones and shells.
The Aryan people eat meat, vegetables and fish. They were the first to introduce
horse and chariot in India. Their favorite pastime was to gambling, telling stories
and fighting. Children studied under gurus in Gurukuls. The education was orally
transmitted to them with emphasis on memory.

This period also saw the beginning of caste system. It was based on the division of
occupation. Earlier, there was social mobility in the caste system but later it became
rigid. A person's occupation depended upon his birth and the son was forced to take
up his father's occupation.
Ancient Daily Life of Hindu People
After the Vedic period, there was the rise of the Mahajanapadas or states. It’s about
this time Hinduism took roots and with Brahmin priests dominating, the religion
become ritualistic with emphasis on sacrifices. Henceforth, religion becomes the
reference point for everything guiding the life.
It was also the period when Ashrams became the place for learning. Ashrama life
was tough for the children. They were required to do everything on their own apart
from studies.
The houses were made from wood, straw and bamboo with several rooms and
balconies. The use of iron and copper were found in utility items for daily use and
deities for worship.
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The state paid the people for welfare projects like building of roads and other public
works. The city streets in that time were narrow with shops dominating both sides.
People eat vegetarian and non- vegetarian food. The influence of Jainism and
Buddhism made them change their food habits and since then they eat more
vegetables, fruits and milk.

Houses made wood and straw Men used to wear dhoti that was nine meter long. It was
wrapped around the waist, with some of its parts covering the upper part of the
body. They also wore leather shoes with thick soles.
Women used to wear bright colored two part clothing with lot of jewelry. It included
armbands, necklaces, waist belts, leg and ankle bangles, earrings, nose rings and
crowns for the rich women.

The most popular form of marriage was Swayamvara, where number of suitable
grooms assembled at the bride’s house and she chose from them her husband. The
other types of marriages were Gandharva and Asura Viviha.

Men used to play chess, polo and cards. Martial arts including fencing, wrestling
was very popular among them. They used to go for hunting in their free time.
There was a tremendous development in the life style of people during the Gupta
Empire (320 AD-500 AD) that covered most of north India.
During the Gupta rule there was an unprecedented peace and prosperity. There was
religious freedom and great emphasis on education. This led to advancement in arts,
music, science and in other walks of life.
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Ancient India Architechture
Introduction to Architechture in Ancient India
Architechture

in

Harappan

Civilization The

earliest architecture that anyone knows
about from India dates to 3300 BC-1300BC in Indus
Valley Civilization and more particularly from 2500
BC, in the Harappan period in northern India (modern
Pakistan). The Harappans built big cities, with walls
around them and public baths and warehouses and
paved streets. But when Harappan civilization collapsed, about 2000
BC, almost two thousand years went by before anybody in India built a
big stone building again.
When Indian architects did begin to build big buildings again, about
250 BC, at first they built them of wood. Nobody in India knew how to
build big stone buildings so they wouldn't fall down.
Architects started by building solid stone buildings, basically mounds
of dirt covered with brick or stone like the earlier ziggurats in West Asia
and the pyramids in Egypt. People called these buildings stupas.
Soon after this, about 200 BC, architects began to carve Buddhist
temples into the sides of cliffs, so they were taking away stone instead
of building with stone. This is easier, so it was a good place to start.
Rock-cut architecture was first perfected by the Buddhists, and was
followed by several Hindu rulers. In Southern India, the Pallavas
excelled in this art form. The sculptures or idols in temples are made of
granite and the Utsava idols are made of bronze and panchaloha. Apart
from these, there are the huge Iyyanar statues and horses exist in South
Indian villages.
But under the Guptan Empire, about 350 AD, Indian architects finally
began to build stone temples. These were mainly Hindu temples.
Between 350 and 1000 AD, architects built better and better stone
temples, especially in southern India, while in northern India they kept
on cutting more temples into the side of cliffs, at Ellora and Elephanta.
Slowly Indian architects got better at building temples. Around 500 AD,
architects began to use mortar to hold the stones together. Temples got
columns around them, and towers over them. About 1000 AD, Indian
architects began to replace wood beams with iron beams.
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Ancient India Architechture in Indus Valley Civilization (3300 BC-1300BC)

The Indus Valley Civilization (IVC) was a Bronze Age civilization (33001300 BC; mature period 2600-1900 BC) that was located in the northwestern region of the Indian subcontinent.
The Indus Valley is one of the world's earliest urban civilizations, along
with its contemporaries, Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt. The
civilization is noted for its cities built of brick, roadside drainage system,
and multi storied houses. The baths and toilets system the cities had is
acknowledged as one of the most advanced in the ancient world. The
grid layout planning of the cities with roads at exact right angles is a
modern system that was implemented in the cities of this particular
civilization. The urban agglomeration and production scale of this
particular civilization was unsurpassed at the time and for many future
centuries.
The mature phase of this civilization is known as the Harappan
Civilization, as the first of its cities to be unearthed was located at
Harappa, excavated in the 1920s in what was at the time the Punjab
province of British India (now in Pakistan).
Excavation of Harappan sites has been going on since 1920, with
important breakthroughs occurring as recently as 1999. To date, over
1,052 cities and settlements have been found, mainly in the general
region of the Ghaggar-Hakra river and its tributaries.
Among the settlements were the major urban centres of Harappa,
Lothal, Mohenjo-daro (UNESCO World Heritage Site), Dholavira,
Kalibanga, and Rakhigarhi.
Vihara

Ancient India Architechture in Post Maha Janapadas period (1500
BC-200 AD)

Fortified cities with stupas, viharas, and temples were constructed
during the Maurya Empire (c. 321-185 BC). Wooden architecture was
popular and rock cut architecture became solidified. Guard railsconsisting of posts, crossbars, and a coping-became a feature of safety
surrounding a stupa.
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Indian The torana Temples-build

on elliptical, circular,
quadrilateral, or apsidal plans-were constructed using
brick and timber.
The Indian gateway arches, the torana, reached East Asia with the
spread of Buddhism. Some scholars hold that torii derives from the
torana gates at the Buddhist historic site of Sanchi (3rd century BC 11th century AD).
Rock-cut step wells in India date from 200-400 AD. Subsequently, the
construction of wells at Dhank (550-625 AD) and stepped ponds at
Bhinmal (850-950 AD) took place.
The city of Mohenjo-daro has wells which may be the predecessors of
the step well. As many as 700 wells, constructed by 3rd millennium BC,
have been discovered in just one section of the city, leading scholars to
believe that 'cylindrical brick lined wells' were invented by the people of
the Indus Valley Civilization.
temples became prominent
throughout western India, incorporating various
unique features to give rise to cave architecture in
places such as Ajanta and Ellora.
Walled and moated cities with large gates and multistoried buildings which consistently used arched
windows and doors are important features of the
architecture during this period.
Ajanta

and

Ellora Cave

The Indian emperor Ashoka (rule: 273-232 BC) established a chain of
hospitals throughout the Mauryan empire by 230 BCE. One of the edicts
of Ashoka (272-231 BC) reads: "Everywhere King Piyadasi (Asoka)
erected two kinds of hospitals, hospitals for people and hospitals for
animals. Where there were no healing herbs for people and animals, he
ordered that they be bought and planted."
Buddhist architecture blended with Roman architecture and Hellenestic
architecture to give rise to unique blends-such as the Greco-Buddhist
school.
Indian art and culture has absorbed extraneous impacts by varying
degrees, and is much the richer for the exposure.
This cross fertilization between different art streams converging on the
subcontinent produced new forms that, while retaining the essence of
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the past, succeeded in the integrating selected elements of the new
influences.
Ancient India Architechture in Early Common Era-High Middle Ages (200 AD-1200 AD)

Mauryan empire's Sanchi Maru-Gurjara

Temple Architecture
originated somewhere in sixth century in and around
areas of Rajasthan. Maru-Gurjara Architecture shows
the deep understanding of structures and refined skills
of Rajasthani craftsmen of bygone era. Maru-Gurjara
Architecture has two prominent styles Maha-Maru and Maru-Gurjara.
Scholars such as George Michell, M.A. Dhaky, Michael W. Meister and
U.S. Moorti believe that Maru-Gurjara Temple Architecture is entirely
Western Indian architecture and is quite different from the North Indian
Temple architecture.
There is a connecting link between Maru-Gurjara Architecture and
Hoysala Temple Architecture. In both of these styles architecture is
treated sculpturally.
Temples of Tamilnadu The

South Indian temple consists
essentially of a square-chambered sanctuary topped
by a superstructure, tower, or spire and an attached
pillared porch or hall (ma??apa, or ma??apam),
enclosed by a peristyle of cells within a rectangular
court. The external walls of the temple are segmented
by pilasters and carry niches housing sculpture.
The superstructure or tower above the sanctuary is of the ku?ina type
and consists of an arrangement of gradually receding stories in a
pyramidal shape. Each story is delineated by a parapet of miniature
shrines, square at the corners and rectangular with barrel-vault roofs
at the centre. The tower is topped by a dome-shaped cupola and a
crowning pot.
North Indian temples showed increased elevation of the wall and
elaborate spire by the 10th century. Richly decorated temples-including
the complex at Khajuraho-were constructed in Central India. Indian
traders brought Indian architecture to South east Asia through various
trade routes. Grandeur of construction, beautiful sculptures, delicate
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carvings, high domes, gopuras and extensive courtyards were the
features of temple architecture in India.
Examples include the Lingaraj Temple at Bhubaneshwar in Odisha, Sun
Temple at Konark in Odisha, Brihadishwar Temple at Thanjavur in
Tamil Nadu.
Some of the Major Architecture in Ancient & Medieval Times in India
Chittorgarh Fort

Dilwara Temple, Mount Abu

Fort of Rohtas

Palitana Temples

Karkala
Karnataka

Temples of Chennai

Ramappa Temple

The Meenakshi Temple

Temples of South India

Brihadeeswara
Thanjavur

Temples of Bhubaneswar

Venkateshwara Temple

Yogini Temples, Orissa

Kiradu
Rajasthan

Khiching Tour

Temples of Tamil Nadu

The Saraswat Temples,
Goa

Gangaikondacholapuram,
Tanjore

Ashokan Inscriptions

Dwarka

Elephanta Caves

Janjira
Maharashtra

Fort,

Temples,

Temple,

Temple,

Shore Temple, Chennai

Ancient India Geography
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Ancient India Geography There were two distinct civilizations that existed in ancient

India, one was the Indus valley civilization that flourished till 2500 BC and the other
was the Gangetic valley civilization that began with the coming of the Aryans and
its settlement beginning from 1500 BC. This is also known as Vedic
Civilization. While it’s only the archaeological evidences that give the geographical
location of the Indus valley civilization, it’s the compilation of the Vedic literature
that gives the location of the Gangetic valley civilization.
Indus Valley Civilization Geographical Features
The Indus valley civilization was spread over to geographical location of some
1,260,000 km and was one of the largest civilizations in ancient times. The
geographical location of Indus Valley Civilization is found from the excavated sites
that roughly extends from North West region of India and extends to countries like
Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran. It flourished on the Indus river basin in north and
extended up to Daimabad in Maharashtra in south. In the east it began from the
Ghaggar- River valley, further to the upper reaches of Ganges-Yamuna Doab region.
In the West it extended to the Makran coast of Balochistan.

The exploration of Indus valley sites is going on from 1920 onwards in the general
region of the Indus and Ghaggar-Hakra River and its tributaries. There are about
1,056 cities and settlements that have so far been discovered. Among them 96 sites
have been excavated and includes Harappa, Ganeriwala, Mohenjo-Daro in Pakistan
and Dholavira, Kalibangan, Rakhigarhi, Rupar, and Lothal in India.
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The Indus valley civilization had gradual decline from around 1800 BC and most of
the cities were abandoned by around 1700 BC. The main reason for this is
attributed to the migration of people from Central Asia region called the Aryans.
Ganjetic Valley Civilization Geographical Location
The settlement of the Aryans mostly took place along the Ganjetic basin in the
northern Indiam plains. The Rigveda, the oldest of the Vedas, was composed roughly
between 1700 and 1100 BCE gives geographic location in the early Vedic settlement.
This period ended about 500 BCE, and 150 BCE. The end of the Vedic period saw
the rise of Mahajanapadas or kingdoms that well established the geography of
ancient India. The geographical location of early period centred early on in the
northern and north-western parts of the India, but later during the Mahajanapadas
it extended to the whole of India, including south India.

list of 10 streams The hymns of Vedas throw light on the course of Indo-Aryan
migration and evidences of their geographical location. The hymns in praise of rivers
sing the greatness of the Indus River and enumerate 19 rivers including the Ganges.
The hymn mentions at list of 10 streams that include; Ganges, Yamuna, Saraswati,
Satluj, Ravi, Chenab, Jhelum, Maruwardwan (in J&K), Sushoma (Rowalpindi
District) and probably Kanshi in the same district.
The Vedic hymns reveal the initial Aryan settlements in the western tributaries of
the Indus, the Gomti (modern Gomal) the Krumu (modern Kurram) and the Kubha
(modern Kabul). The one river mentioned in the North of Kabul is Suvastu (modern
swat). However, the main focus of the Rig Vedic settlements was in the Punjab and
the
Doab
region.
Historians are of the view that when the Rig-Vedic hymns were compiled, the focus
of Aryan settlement was the region between the Yamuna and the Sutlaj, south of
modern Ambala and along the upper course of river Saraswati and only later the
eastern region were known.

The most frequently rivers mentioned in Rig Veda are the Sindhu (Indus), the
Sarasvati (modern Sarsuti), the Drishadvati (modern Chitang), and the five streams
of
the
Punjab.
The geographical features in the Vedic period as ascertained from the Rig Veda
suggest the knowledge of the Himalayas but not of the Vindhayas Mountains. In the
early Vedic period the land south of Yamuna was not known to the Aryans. This is
borne by the fact that the river Ganga is mentioned only once that too in one late
hymn in the Rig Veda.
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Aryans expanded land

Vedic Civilization Geographical Location
The people of the Vedic period also had no knowledge of the oceans as the word
'samudra' in the Vedic period meant a pool of water. Its only from the literature of
the later Vedic period we learn that they knew the two seas. During the later period
there is mention of the entire Indo-Gangetic plain as the geographical location
comprising areas between the Himalayas and the Vindhyan mountains.
The Vedic texts tell that the people who migrated from north expanded from the
Punjab over the whole of western Uttar Pradesh and covered by the Ganga-Yamuna
Doab. It’s learnt that the Bharatas and Purus known as Kuru people, first lived
between Sarasvati and Drishadvati just on the fringe of the Doab. Soon the Kurus
occupied Delhi and the upper portion of the Doab, that is the area called
Kurukshetra. After that the Kurus joined with the people called Panchalas who
occupied the middle portion of the Doab or the modern districts of Bareilly, Badaun
and Farrukabad.
The Kuru-Panchalas set up their capital at Hastinapur that was situated in the
district of Meerut. Later the Kauravas and the Pandavas belonging to the same Kuru
clan fought out a great war which led to the extinction of the Kuru clan. This story
is vividly described in the book Mahabharat.
The Aryans spread from the Doab further east to Kosala in Eastern U.P. and Vedeha
in north Bihar around 600 B.C. The Mahajanapadas period existed between the
sixth and third centuries BC. Ancient Buddhist texts like Anguttara Nikaya
mentions sixteen great kingdoms and republics that flourished during the
Mahajanapada period.
These kingdoms stretched from Gandhara in the northwest to Anga in the east and
included parts of the trans-Vindhyan region. They were; Kasis, Kosala, Trigarta,
Anga, Magadha, Vajji or Vriji, Malla, Chedi or Cheti, Vamsa or Vatsa, Kuru,
Panchala, Machcha or Matsya, Surasena, Assaka or Ashmaka, Avanti, Gandhara
and Kamboja.
The Kasis was located in the region around Varanasi. The country of Kosala
comprised the region of Central and Eastern Uttar Pradesh, located about 60 miles
north of modern Ayodhya on the border of Gonda and Behraich districts.
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Trigarta Kingdom was located in the Kangra district of Himachal Pradesh and
extended westward towards Punjab. The exact geographical location of Anga is not
known but the Atharva-Veda mention it along with the Magadhas, Gandharis and
the Mujavats. What is known is Magadha king Bimbisar annexed Anga.
Magadha was situated on the confluence of major rivers like Ganga, Son, Punpun
and Gandak. Its capital was Pataliputra. The Vajjians or Virijis kingdom comprised
of eight or nine confederated clans and was located in Mithila region in modern
Janakpur district in Bihar.

The Mallas/Malls kingdom consisted of nine territories; one of them was Kuśināra,
modern Kasia near Gorakhpur, and the other was Pava (modern Padrauna, 12 miles
from
Kasia.
The kingdom of the Chedis, Chetis had two locations one in the mountains of Nepal
and the other in Bundelkhand near Kausambi. Vamsa or Vatsa corresponded with
the territory of modern Allahabad in Uttar Pradesh. The country of the Kurus
roughly corresponded to the modern Thanesar, Delhi and Meerut district.
The Panchalas roughly occupied the region of modern Budaun, Farrukhabad and
the adjoining districts of Uttar Pradesh. The country of the Matsya or Machcha
corresponded to the regions of Jaipur in Rajasthan included the whole of Alwar with
portions of Bharatpur. The country of the Surasenas corresponds roughly to the
Brij region of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan and Gwalior region of Madhya
Pradesh. It had its capital at Madhura or Mathura.
The country of Assaka or the Ashmaka was located in south of the Vindhya
mountains on the banks of the river Godavari. The country of Avanti roughly
corresponded to modern Malwa, Nimar and adjoining parts of the Madhya Pradesh.
Its capital was Ujain. The Gandhara kingdom included Kashmir, territories of east
Afghanistan, and north-west of the Panjab modern districts of Peshawar and
Rawalpindi. Its capital was Takshasila a renowned centre of learning.
The idea of Bharat that is India started taking shape since the time of
Mahajanapadas. The sixteen kingdoms during the Mahajanapadas covered the
entire length and breadth of India. It’s since then the entire geographical terrain of
India became well known. It thus helped in solidifying the idea of Indian
civilization.
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Ancient India Facts
The time span of ancient India stretches from 5000 BC to roughly about 10th
century AD. This is a very long time line and there are many startling facts about
ancient India. Since all the facts cannot be made available, a few important ones
are mentioned here to enumerate the achievement of ancient India.
Ancient India in Indus Valley Civilization
The Indus valley civilization was one of the most advanced civilizations of the world.
This is testified by its sense of town planning and other details of the urban
landscape. The script of Indus civilization was pictorial in and there were more than
600 picture-letters and 60 original letters. The remains of a dockyard in Lothal in
Gujarat of Indus period testify the trade relations of Indus people with western
Asia. In Harappan culture the weight (for measuring) were 16 or of its multiplied
numbers.
Ancient India in Vedic age

Earth to orbit the sun During the Vedic age the river that was worshipped by Aryans

was Sindhu. India drives its name from River Indus that’s ‘Sindhu’ where the first
Aryan settlers established their home. Sanskrit is the most ancient language of the
world that was developed during the Vedic age. Women held prominent position
during Vedic age. The prominent female sages during that period were Lopamudra,
Ghosa, Shachi and Poulomi.
The earliest school of medicine known as Ayurveda originated during the Vedic age.
Ayurveda was developed by Charaka, considered to be the father of medicine who
consolidated it in his book charakasmitha.
During the Vedic age prominent Ayurveda acharyas were Acharya Ashwini Kumar,
Dhanvantari, Banabhatt, Sushrut, Madhav, Jeevan and Lolimbaraja. The great
physician of ancient India who conducted complicated surgeries was Sushruta.
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Sushruta is called the father of surgery and he compiled his findings in the book
Sushrutasamitha.
The art of Yoga, a form of physical exercise to control diseases was developed by
Patanjali a revered sage in ancient India. Taxila and Nalanda were important centres
of learning in ancient India. Takshila, establish in 700 BC holds distinction of being
world's first university.
The University of Nalanda built in the 4th century BC. It was one of the greatest
centres of learning in ancient India. Panini, the Sanskrit grammarian, who lived
between 750 and 500 BC, was the first to compose formal grammar through his
work Astadhyai.

Two major religions, Buddhism and Jainism were established in India in 500 and
600 BC, respectively. River Ganga was another important river in ancient India.
Many settlements, cities and towns developed on the banks of this holy river.
Varanasi, also known as Benares, situated on the banks of river Ganga is the oldest,
continuously inhabited city in the world The four pieces of Hindu literature;
Mahabhanata, Panchatantra, Ramayana, Bhagavad Giva were compiled after the
Vedic period.
The records of King Rudradaman I of 150 BC show that Sudarshan Lake at
Junagarh was built by Chandra Gupta Maurya. Chandra Gupta Maurya is called
Sandrocottus in the Greek writings.
The Grand Anicut, also known as the Kallanai dam was built on the Kaveri River by
the Chola king Karikalan in 2nd Century BC. It is considered one of the oldest waterdiversion or water-regulator structures in the world.
Trade between India and China was carried on before Gupta age, in 2nd century
AD. During the Gupta age, ships and boats were manufactured in large numbers.
Gujarat, bengal and Tamil Nadu were the main centres of cotton industry. Some
other achievements during the Gupta period were in the field of literature,
astronomy, medicine, paintings, sculptures, roads, universities, maths and
metallurgy.
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Fact about Mathematics in Ancient India

value of 'pi' India invented the Number System. Zero was first used by Aryabhatta.

Around 100 BC, the place value system, the decimal system was developed in India.
Budhayana was the first Indian mathematician to calculate the value of 'pi' in the
6th century AD. He explained the concept of Pythagorean Theorem. Quadratic
equations were propounded by Sridharacharya in the 11th century AD. Algebra,
trigonometry and calculus all came from India.
Fact about Astronomy in Ancient India
Gargi Samhita is a book on astronomy. Aryabhatta, was a great mathematician,
astronomer and scientist. Bhaskaracharya, was another the great astronomer and
mathematician. He was the first person to calculate the time taken by the earth to
orbit the sun. He guessed his calculation to 365.258756484 days in the 5th century
AD. Kaundinya, a Brahmin astrologer, was contemporary of Buddha.
Fact about Books in Ancient India
Arthasastra by Kautilya is a book about economic and legal issues during Maurya
period. Vishakhadatta's Mudrarakshasa gives a glimpse of Maurya society and
culture. Kalidasa in Malvikagnimitram mentions events of the Pushyamitra Sunga's
reign. Banabhatta's Harshacharita, deals with the character and achievements of
Harshvardhana. Bakpatiraja's Gaudabaho describes how King Yasovarman (725–
752) of Kannauj killed the king of Magadha and conquered Gauda.
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Shataranja Poet Bilhana in his Vikramanka Charita described the history of the reign
of Chalukya king Vikramaditya VI. Sandhyaakar Nandi's Ramacharita is a
description of the reign of Rampal, a king of the Pala dynasty of Bengal. Kalhana's
Rajatarangini is a valuable book on the history of the kings of Kashmir.
Padmagupta's Nabasahasanka Charita, Hem Chandra's Dwasraya Kavya , Nyaya
Chandra's Hammir Kavya , Ballal's Bhoja Prabandha contains important historical
materials of ancient India.

Reference Books
1.
“Indian
Scientific
Heritage”
by
Dr.N.GopalaKrishnan
2.
“Theorems
discovered
by
Indians”
by
Dr.N.GopalaKrishnan
3. “India's contribution to World culture” by Sudheer Birodkar

Ancient India Art

The visual Art of India starting from 3rd millennium BC can be classified into
specific periods.
This classification could be based on religious, political and cultural developments
in India during different historical period of ancient India.
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Arts in the Indus Valley Civilization

Indus Valley Civilization

There is ample evidence of Arts from various sculptures, seals, pottery, gold
jewellery, terracotta figures that has been excavated from the sites of Indus valley
civilization. It has been found that people of Indus civilization were great lovers of
the fine arts, particularly of dancing, painting and sculpture. Their works of Indus
art indicate that they had fine artistic sensibilities and their Art was highly realistic,
considered
much
advanced
for
their
time
period.
The most conspicuous part of the Indus Art is the anatomical details that are noted
for its extremely careful modelling of animal figures.
Their terracotta art is also unique for this purpose. Sir John Marshall who
discovered many Indus cities reacted with surprise when he saw the famous Indus
bronze statuette of the slender-limbed "dancing girl" in Mohenjo-daro.

He said; when I first saw them I found it difficult to believe that they were prehistoric;
they seemed to completely upset all established ideas about early art. Modeling such
as this was unknown in the ancient world up to the Hellenistic age of Greece, and I
thought, therefore, that some mistake must surely have been made; that these
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figures had found their way into levels some 3000 years older than those to which
they properly belonged.
Now, in these statuettes, it is just this anatomical truth which is so startling; that
makes us wonder whether, in this all-important matter, Greek artistry could
possibly have been anticipated by the sculptors of a far-off age on the banks of the
Indus."
Indus people loved the art of dancing. The bronze, terracotta, and stone sculptures
in dancing poses reveal this facet of their lives. They were also found of music. The
people of Indus used stringed musical instruments. This is confirmed from a harplike instrument depicted on an Indus seal and two shell found from the Lothal site
in Rajasthan.
Indian rock-cut architecture

Indian rock-cut architecture

The earliest tradition of rock cut architecture is to be found in the artistic
monuments related to Buddhism. The Buddhist art first developed around the 1st
century BCduring the Gandhara period and Amaravatiperiods.
It greatly flourished during the Gupta periods and the Pala periods that comprise
the Golden Age of Arts in India Subsequently,the Hindus and Jains too imitated the
Buddhist rock cut style.
Empires like the Pallava, Chola, Hoysala and
Vijayanagaradeveloped their own styles rock-cut architecture.
Badami, Aihole, Ellora, Salsette, Elephanta, Aurangabad and Mamallapuram are
some of the examples of rock-cut architecture. The rock-cut temples continued to
be excavated until the 12th century.

Shore Temple, Mahabalipuram
The construction of free-standing structures began in the 5th century. An example
of a free-standing structuralis the Shore Temple at Mahabalipuram with its slender
tower. It’s built with finely carved granite rocks cut like bricks and dating from the
8th century.
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Bronze sculpture

Bronze sculpture

The Chola period is also remarkable for its bronze sculptures. The fine figures of
Siva in various forms, Vishnu and his consort Lakshmi, Siva saints and other bronze
sculpture found among the existing specimens ofChola period are found in the
temples of South India. The bronzes sculpture was created during Cholaperiod
using the lost wax technique. It is known in artistic terms as "Cire Perdue".

Indian fresco
The evidence of Indian fresco dates back to Mesolithic period (6000 BCE). The early
example of fresco art could be found making use ofrock-cut art in natural caves that
had overhanging rock decorations. There are multiple locations of fresco art found
dating back to prehistoric times.

Rock Shelters of Bhimbetka
The Rock Shelters of Bhimbetka, a World Heritage Site, are on the edge of the
Deccan Plateau, an example of earliest Indian fresco. Many caves and grottos found
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there contain decorative rock paintings that reflect the ancient tradition of human
interaction with their landscape.

Ajanta Caves
The Ajanta Caves, 2nd century BC is the oldest frescoes of ancient India that has
been preserved till now. There are more than 20 locations with paintings and traces
of paintings of ancient and early medieval India dating up to 10th centuries AD. The
most significant frescoes of the ancient and early medieval period are found in the
Ajanta, Bagh, Ellora, and Sittanavasal caves.

Chola fresco

Indian fresco The first specimen of Chola fresco paintings were discovered at the

Brihadisvara temple in 1931. They probably synchronised with the completion of
the temple by RajarajaCholan the Great. Researchers say that in Chola fresco a
smooth batter of limestone mixture was applied over the stones.
This technique took two to three days to set and within that period, such large
paintings were painted with natural organic pigments.. The Chola frescoes have an
ardent spirit of Saivism expressed in them. During the Nayak period the Chola
paintings were painted over.
The tradition of fresco art is also found in Kerala mural paintings. The mural
paintings are well preserved on the temple walls at Pundarikapuram, Ettumanoor
and Aymanam and elsewhere.
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Folk and Tribal Art

Indian fresco The Folk and Tribal art of Ancient India is manifested through pottery,

painting, metal work, paper-art, weaving and designs of jewellery and toys. These
are not merely aesthetic objects but play a significant role in people's lives and are
connected to their beliefs and rituals. The objects can range from sculpture, masks,
paintings, textiles, baskets, kitchen objects, arms and weapons etc.
There is a deep symbolic meaning attached to not only the objects but also the
materials and techniques used to produce them.
The visual expressions of Folk art also include the wandering nomads, who are
exposed to changing landscapes as they travel over the valleys and highlands. They
carry with them the experiences and memories of different spaces and their art
consists of the transient and dynamic pattern of life. The rural, tribal and arts of
the nomads constitute the matrix of folk expression.
Fairs, festivals, local heroes (mostly warriors) and local deities play a vital role in
these arts. Examples of folk art are to be found in Warli, Madhubani and Gond
paintings.

Ancient India Gods and Godesses

Ancient Gods of India Religion had an important place in ancient India. Whether in

the Indus Valley civilization or during the Vedic civilization, evidences suggest that
in both these periods there was strong presence of religion.
The primary information about the religion in the Indus period comes from the
objects found in the excavated Harappan sites; the information of the Vedic period
comes through the religious texts produced during that period.
Transmission of texts in the Vedic period was by oral tradition alone and a literary
tradition was set in only in post-Vedic times
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Gods and Goddesses in Indus Valley civilization
The objects found from the Indus valley sites indicate that the people believed in
some form of animal and nature worship. The figures of deities found in the seals
indicate that the Indus valley people worshiped god and goddesses in human form
as well.
Numerous figurines of females, with a great deal of jewellery have been found from
the various Indus sites. There are many terra-cotta statues of Divine Mother that’s
being found. These "mother goddesses" appear to be objects of worship for the
common people. It’s assumed that Indus people believed in female energy as the
source of all creation.
The existence of male god a proto-Shiva was also found from the Indus sites. Several
of the gods are depicted on the seals that are naked male figure. One of them is with
a horned head with a fierce facial expression. In some seals this god is pictured in
a crossed-legged posture. The horned god was supposedly favoured by the priests
and upper classes.

The number of gods and goddesses discovered suggests that fertility was of
paramount concern to the Indus people. The obsession with fertility was also
reflected in the large quantity of phallic-shaped objects that was found at Indus
sites. It was also reinforced through the veneration of sacred animals, especially
bulls.
It’s assumed that the priests derived impressive control over city and town dwellers
during Indus period for their role as the intermediaries between the people and the
deities. A bust thought to be of a major priest found gives this impression about the
religious beliefs of the Indus people.
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Gods and Goddesses in Vedic Period

Indra God There were no less than 3000 gods venerated in Vedic times. Main among

them were Indra, Agni (the sacrificial fire), and Soma. Some gods of social order
such as Mitra–Varuna, Aryaman, Bhaga and Amsa also were important.
Goddesses included Ushas (the dawn), Prithvi and Aditi (the mother of the Aditya
gods or sometimes the cow). Rivers, especially Saraswati, were also considered
goddesses. There were nature gods such as Surya (the Sun), Vayu (the wind),
Prithivi (the earth).
The principal divinity was Indra - the God of War and thunder whose power was
capable of destroying the wall of cities of burning them down in order to conquer
and pillage them. Soma the ritual drink dedicated to Indra was a prominent deity.
Agni was the God of fire, the guardian of the world and giver of eternal life. Surya
the Sun God was also deeply venerated.
Brahma was the King of Gods. He was the creator or protector who was also given
the name of Narayana Prajapati or Pursha. He was the father of all creatures. The
other secondary Gods were Arjuna or the God of the dawn and the charioteer of the
sun. He was the son of Vinata and the wise Kasyapa.

Brahma The Kubera was the God of wealth. Agni Vayu or the God of wind; was the

messenger of the gods, the breath of the world, the bringer of life to all beings. People
venerated the sun and moon, the latter being considered as a feminine deity, who
was both the companion of the sun and the Great Mother of life and the universe.
There was some continuity from the Indus period in rituals and worship practice of
the mother goddess. This was accompanied by worship of Shiva-the phallic God who
was represented by 8 million yonis.
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In the Rigveda there are 1028 hymns dedicated to specific deities. There is mention
33 deities associated with sky (dyu), earth (prithvi) and the middle realm
(antariksha).
Yama is the first ancestor was also worshipped as a deity, and the god of the
underworld and death Vishnu and Rudra, the prominent deities (Rudra being an
early form of Shiva) were present as marginal gods.
Many early Vedic gods remained unchanged and through oral tradition their names
were passed down to generations. In the later Vedic period some gods who were
beneficent spirits were demoted to secondary divinities as wicked and cruel spirits.
Some new gods then replaced them. Pushan, who was supposed to look after cattle,
came to be regarded as the god to the sudras.

Agni The two outstanding Rig Vedic gods, Indra and Agni, lost their former
importance. On the other hand Prajapati, the creator, came to occupy the supreme
position in later Vedic period. Rudra, the god of animals, became important in later
Vedic times and Vishnu came to be conceived as the preserver and protector of the
people. In addition, some symbolic objects began to be worshipped, and signs of
idolatry were noticed in the later Vedic period.
Some important female deities during the later Vedic period were: Usha (goddess of
Dawn), Aditi (Mother of Gods), Prithvi (Earth Goddess), Aryani (Forest Goddess) the
Sapta Sindhu and Saraswati (River Goddess).

The mode of worship changed considerably during later Vedic period and many
rituals came into practice. Prayers continued to be recited, but ceased to be the
dominant mode of placating the gods. In its place sacrifices became far more
important. The practice of sacrifice assumed importance in both public and
domestic sphere.
The guests were known as the goghna or one who was fed on cattle. The priests who
officiated at sacrifices were regarded generously and given dakshinas or gifts.
The Vedic period passed on smoothly to the Hindu period that flourished from 700
to 600BC. With some modifications to the Vedic gods and goddesses, a whole new
spirituality developed during the Hindu period. It created a real harmony between
mental purification and spiritual solace.
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People of Ancient India
Ancient Peoples of India
In present India, the ancient people are those that continued without much mixing
with outsiders. They are the tribes of India which remained almost genetically
untouched. Some of the ancient tribes of India are Bagri, Banjara, Ahir, Asur, Bodo,
Hmar, Bhutia, Andamanese tribes, Khasi, Bhil, Gaddi, Dhodia, Angami, Chakmas,
Oran, Chenchu, Santhal, Jarawa, Gujjar, Khond, Munda, Naga, Gonda, Lalung,
Chamar and the Toda tribes.
However in the ancient scriptures there is mention of various type of people or
beings. In the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, and the Puranas, there is mention
of beings that were superhuman or subhuman and even extraterrestrials. These
groups include the Gandharvas, Yakshas, Kinnaras, Kimpurushas, Rakshasas,
Nagas, Suparnas, Vanaras, Vidyadharas, Valakilyas, Pisachas, Devas (within them
Vasus, Rudras, Maruts, Adityas) and Asuras (within them Danavas, Daityas,
Kalakeyas and Nivatakavachas.)

Famous People of Ancient India
There are many great people who lived in ancient India. They were the kings, the
saints and sages, mathematicians and people with the knowledge of art and
literature.
It’s very difficult to put all of them from 1000 BC to 1000 AD. The names of a few
prominent personalities that decorated this time line is mentioned here to a bird’s
eye view.

Kings in Ancient India

Arthashastra

Chandragupta Maurya
(324–184 BC) - Chandragupta Maurya laid the foundations of a powerful Mauryan
empire that for the first time gave political unity to India.
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Ashoka (273–232 BC)
- Asoka was a famous king of the Mauryan dynasty who ruled a large part of India.
He turned to Buddhism after the historic Kalinga war. Ashoka got his edicts
inscribed on monolithic stone pillars adorned with strikingly beautiful animal
capitals.

Samudra Gupta
(335–370 AD) - Samudra Gupta extended the boundaries of his empire from Nepal
in the North to Tamilnadu in the South, from Assam in the East to present day
Afghanistan in the West. The pillar inscription at Allahabad provides a detailed
account of his conquests. His coins portray him as a patron of arts and one of his
images is that of a Lute player.
Harsha Vardhana (606–647)
Harsha Vardhana unified Northern India and ruled it for over 40 years. He was the
last emperor before the Muslim conquests to rule a unified Northern India.
Dharmapala
(781–821) Dharmapala was the Son of Gopala, who conquered Northern India from
Burma to Afghanistan and Kashmir to the Narmada River.
Rajaraja Chola I
(985–1014)- Rajaraja Chola I considered the greatest of all Cholas, expanded the
Chola Empire overseas to Sri Lanka
Rajendra Chola I
(1012–1044) - Rajendra Chola I expanded the Chola Empire overseas to South-East
Asia.

Mathematicians in Ancient India
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Budhayana
was the first Indian mathematician to calculate the value of 'pi' in the 6th century
AD. He explained the concept of Pythagorean Theorem. Yavanesvara translated
Greek astrology text (120 BC) popularizing it by adding Indian cultural icons and
Hindu religious images.

Aryabhata

Aryabhata
- Aryabhata was born in 476 AD. He was the first astronomer of India. His book, the
Aryabhatiya, gives astronomical and mathematical theories. He has gifted 0 "zero"
to the world.
Varahamihira in Ancient India
Varahamihira wrote Brihat Samhita a well-known work on astronomy. He also made
valuable contributions to trigonometry.
Brahmagupta
Brahmagupta made significant contributions to the development of negative
number system and zero. His work Brahmasphuta-Siddhantas or rules for numbers
Bhaskara I
Bhaskara I wrote commentary on the works of Aryabhatta.
Lalla
Lalla was another astronomer who also wrote a commentary on Aryabhatta.
Mahavira
Mahavira wrote commentary on Brahmagupta's work.

Famous Medicine Men in Ancient India
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Charaka
Charaka, is considered being the father of medicine who consolidated it in his book
charakasmitha.
Sushruta
Sushruta is called the father of surgery and he compiled his findings in the book
Sushrutasamitha.
Patanjali
Patanjali a revered sage in ancient India developed the art of Yoga, a form of physical
exercise to control diseases.

Authors in Ancient India

Panini

Panini
- Panini was a Sanskrit grammarian who gave a comprehensive and scientific theory
of phonetics, phonology, and morphology. Panini's major work is a treatise called
Astadhyayi.
Kautilya or Chanakya
Kautilya or Chanakya, was a minister of Chandragupta Maurya. He was a Brahmin
and his actual name was Vishnugupta. He wrote Arthashastra the famous work on
statecraft.
Vishakhadatta
Vishakhadatta's Mudrarakshasa gives a glimpse of Maurya society and culture.
Kalidasa
Kalidasa in Malvikagnimitram mentions events of the Pushyamitra Sunga's reign.
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Banabhatta
Banabhatta wrote Harshacharita that deals with the character and achievements of
Harshvardhana.
Bakpatiraja
Bakpatiraja book Gaudabaho describes how King Yasovarman (725–752) of
Kannauj killed the king of Magadha and conquered Gauda.
Bilhana
Poet Bilhana wrote Vikramanka Charita that describes the history of the reign of
Chalukya king Vikramaditya VI. Kalhana- Kalhana's work Rajatarangini is a
valuable book on the history of the kings of Kashmir.

Famous Travelers in Ancient India
Meghasthenes
Meghasthenes was a Greek traveler who visited India during the time of
Chandragupta Maurya. He wrote his travelogue called Indica that provides valuable
account of the governance and social life during the Maurya period.
Fa-Hien
(A.D. 399-414) Fa-Hien a Chinese scholar travelled to India in search of great
Buddhist books of discipline. He visited India during the reign of Chandragupta II
Huen Tsang,
(603-664 A.D.) Hiuen-Tsiang was another Chinese scholars who visited India in
search of knowledge. He visited India during the reign of Harshavardhana
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Saints in Ancient India
Valmiki
Valmiki, was the great sage-poet who wrote Ramayana.
Veda Vyasa
Veda Vyasa is the author of the Mahābhārata
Mahavira
Mahavira, also known as Vardhamana, was the twenty-fourth and the last
tirthankara of Jainism religion.
Gautama Buddha
Gautama Buddha, also known as Siddhārtha Gautama was a saint on whose
teachings Buddhism was founded.

Ancient India Caste System

Varna originated in Vedic period The most unique thing about Indian society is its caste
system, to some it’s very simple way to stratify the society but to other it’s complex
to understand its institutional dynamics it’s. Some equate caste with colour of skin
other term it with Varna meaning clan, still others finds its moorings in the pursuit
of occupation.
The origin of caste system in India could be traced to the Vedic period when the
Aryans immigrants from the northern region came and settled in the Indus and
Gangetic regions around 1,000 B.C.

Historical records mentions that with the beginning of cultivation by the Aryans the
earlier word "gavasthi" meaning search for cows came to mean 'to fight for cows',
because fights between the various tribes of Aryans for fertile land and herds of
cattle became common.
Once the Aryans settled as agriculturists they developed the society on division of
labour having different occupations. Even though it had further stratification, the
grouping was essentially four-fold; Brahimins, Kshatriya, Vaishya, and Shudra.
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The priestly community elevated themselves to the status of Brahmins. Those who
were fighting were known as Kshatriyas. Those indulging in trade and business were
called Vashyas. Interestingly it was during the Aryan stay in the Saraswati region
that emergence of new class Vaishyas took place.

Sudra priest The people among the three communities were Aryans the natives were

pushed to the bottom of the society and were called Sudras.
Ancient India Caste System in Sudra Community
The concept of purity and pollution emerged with the Aryan settlement. The nonAryans and mixed-Aryan were dub as Sudras. Among them some were forced to
undertake unclean occupations like cleaning of the carcasses, removing night soil
etc.
They were called as Dasas and Panis. Aryans who claimed supremacy over the
natives maintained distance from the Sudras.
Historical evidence from sixth century B.C. onwards reveals that the Sudras were
primarily drawn from non-Aryans and mixed-Aryans. This is borne out from the fact
that King Ashoka enslaved one and-half lakh people after the Kalinga war and
brought them to the Gangetic region to cut forests and cultivate land.

community OF Sudra During the Mauryan rule the caste system developed based on

occupation. This period also saw Brahmanism becoming ritualistic that was marked
by elaborate ceremonies by the priestly class. The Aryan rituals and festivals became
more pronounced and elaborate and sacrifices rituals were being practiced.
The priestly class tried to assume power and created the legend of Manu. According
to it all kings were adjudged as descendants of the ninth Manu, while Brahma
created the first Manu.
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There emerged 61 schools of religious thought and among them were Buddhism and
Jainism that confronted Brahmanism. As a result Brahmanism lost ground due to
the opposition from these new faiths.
Since Vaishyas were not accorded a respectable status in Aryan society, they
became Jainis and Buddhist.
Royalty too changed their belief. Bimbisara,
Chandragupta Maurya (probably a Jain) and Ashoka became Buddhist.
They patronized new heterodox sects which tried to simplify life for the common
people.

New class Vaishyas The subsequent period saw the emergence of more rigid form of

caste system in which more communities were added as sub-jatis. Fa-Hien, a
Chinese Buddhist monk from Chang'an, travelled to India from 399 to 414 CE
records the presence of a well-established caste system.
He clearly mentions the presence of untouchables and makes the observation that
untouchablity was institutionalized.

Ancient India Government
Ancient Government in India

Indus Valley civilization Archaeological excavations have brought to light the remains
of a highly developed urban civilization in ancient India. The Indus valley civilization
that flourished till 1700 BC was stretched up to 1520 kilometres, extended from the
area on the upper Sutlej in contemporary Punjab to Lothal in Gujarat.
The most remarkable feature of Indus Valley civilization was a very high degree of
urbanization in many of its settlements.
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However, there is no evidence of monarchy being practiced during that time. This
has led to the conclusion that there was democratic setup of governance during
Indus period.
The archaeological evidence could not shed any light on the system of governance,
except the discovery of some large size structures to suggest, that they may be
community halls used for the purpose of governance.
The decline of the Indus Valley civilization saw the arrival of the Aryans. From 1700
B.C to around 500 B.C, most of northern India was inhabited and tribal settlements
along the Gangetic plains. The increase in population and surplus production
provided the bases for the emergence of independent states with fluid territorial
boundaries.

This led to the formation of rudimentary administrative system headed by tribal
chieftains. Some of them transformed a number of such territories into hereditary
monarchies. These emergent state governments collected revenue through officials,
maintained armies, and built new cities and highways.
It’s by 600 B.C., sixteen such territorial powers; including the Magadha, Kosala,
Kuru, and Gandhara stretched across the North India plains from modern-day
Afghanistan to Bangladesh.
Among them the kingdom of Magadh was one of the 16 great janapadas that had
established paramountcy over other kingdoms of the Ganges Valley. The fluid
political situation, made it possible for Chandragupta Maurya (reign - 322 - 298
B.C.) to lay the foundation of Maurya dynasty.
It was under Chandragupta Maurya that some form of political unity was
attained. He was assisted by a Brahmin called Vishnugupta, also known as Kautilya
or Chanakya, the person who wrote Arthasastra, a treatise on the art of governance.
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The Arthasastra - Ancient India Government

Pushyamitra Shunga The Arthasastra, epitomize the character of the ancient India

government. Its title means `the science of material gain for a very special type of
state, not for the individual.’
Arthasastra is devoted to the methods of systematically breaking up free, powerful,
armed tribes of food producers that had not yet degenerated into absolute kingdoms.
The main technique was to soften them up for disintegration from within, to convert
the tribesmen into members of class society based upon individual private property.
Arthasastra mentions that end has to be clear and the means to attain it needed no
justification. There is not the least pretence of morality or altruism in attaining the
end. It says, no matter how gruesome and treacherous, the method, it has to be
practical, with due consideration to costs and possible effects.
Abstract questions of ethics are never raised or discussed in this book. The sole
purpose
of
every
action
was
safety
and
profit
of
the
state.
The Arthasastra recommends espionage and the constant use of agent provocateurs
on a massive and universal scale. Murder, poison, subversion was used at need by
the king's secret agents, methodically and without a qualm.
Kautilya treats strife for the throne as a minor occupational hazard. No regard to
morality or filial piety is ever questioned. He quotes a predecessor's axiom; `Princes,
like crabs, are father eaters.
He introduced the role of Brahmins in the state craft saying the right of a king to
his throne, no matter how it was gained, has to be legitimized through elaborate
sacrifice rituals and genealogies concocted by priests who ascribed to the king divine
or superhuman origins.
During the Chandragupta Maurya period the use of absolute power grew even worse
under the caste system, which classified people into separate categories on the basis
of birth.
The most famous king of the Mauryan dynasty was Ashoka the Great. His social
philosophy penetrated in the state governance.
According to him the king should make a complete tour of inspection throughout
his domains every five years. Such a tour must have taken up a good part of the five
years, which implies constant traveling except in the rains.
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Every high administrative official was ordered to make a similar quinquennial tour
through the entire territory under his own jurisdiction.
In addition, he created a new class of plenipotentiary supervisors with control over
officials and special funds. The title was Dharma-mahamatra, or `minister of
morality', who was later `senior regulator of charity and religious affairs'. He was to
act on the principal of equity that’s beyond formal codified law and common law
upon which both law and justice are supposedly based.

Chandragupta Maurya Ashoka died around 232 B.C. and the empire began to

disintegrate under weak successors. In subsequent centuries India suffered a series
of invasions, and there were spells of foreign rule in the absence of a h3 central
authority.
It was Chandragupta II- Samudra Gupta's successor - who re-established a strong
central authority and a system of governance. The twilight of the Gupta Empire saw
the setting in of decay. There was only a brief glow during the time of Harshavardhan
of Kannauj (604 - 647 A.D.) who established a system of governance famous for
philanthropy and patronage of Buddhism.
Caste System and Governance
The caste system became even more draconian by about the eight century AD, with
the introduction of the Law of Manu. The beneficiaries of this model of governance
were the upper castes, led by the Brahmin caste. The system known as Brahmanism
was a collection of social regulations called `religious rituals' that amounted to the
most omprehensive system of repression ever known to mankind. In this system of
governance, there was no place for morality, ideas of transparency and
accountability.
It was only during the medieval period under successive Muslim rulers that a more
elaborate structure of governance was developed which was based on the principal
of kingship or monarchy rule.
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Mathematics in Ancient India

Mathematics In Ancient India Ancient India had a great tradition for mathematics. The

origin of the ancient mathematics can be traced to the Indus valley civilization.
There are some artifacts that clearly give the evidence of mathematical knowledge
of the Indus valley people.
A number of scales for measuring the length were discovered during the excavations
from the Indus sites. A decimal scale known as 'Indus Inch' based on a unit of
measurement of 1.32 inches (3.35 cm) has been discovered. Another scale, a bronze
rod was discovered that marked 0.367 inches.
It is postulated that these measurement were used in the buildings and other urban
structures
by
the
Indus
people
with
great
accuracy.
It is being suggested that the Indus people adopted a uniform system of weights and
measures. This belonged to two series both being decimal in nature multiplied and
divided in two giving ratios of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 etc.
However, not much is known about the full extent of the mathematical achievements
of the Indus valley civilization.
Development of Mathematics in Vedic period
The development of mathematics and astronomy made great strides during the
Vedic age. This was because the religious belief system wanted it to be applied for
religious purposes.
The earliest recorded book Vedas had Sulbasutras that has appendices giving rules
for constructing altars for performing rituals. The Sulbasutra also give geometrical
information to be used for the same purposes. Sulbasutras were composed by
scholars and priest over a period of time. They are Baudhayana (about 800 BC),
Manava (about750 BC), Apastamba (about 600 BC) and Katyayana (about 200 BC).
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Baudhayana Budhayana was the first Indian mathematician to calculate the value of

'pi' in the 6th century AD. He explained the concept of Pythagorean Theorem.
The system of education in Vedic period restricted mathematical studies to priests
and sages and lacked systematic approach as it was meant to be applied for religious
purposes.
Their system of education was based on the traditions and it was handed over to
the generations. Mathematics remained an applied science and it focused on
developing methods to solve practical problems.
Jaina Mathematics
The development of new religions like Buddhism and Jainism around 6th century
BC saw more development in the field of mathematics. The main topics were theory
of numbers, arithmetical operations, geometry, and operations with fractions,
simple equations, cubic equations, quadratic equations and other permutations and
combinations.

Jaina mathematics Jaina mathematicians developed a theory of infinite containing

different levels of infinity, a primitive understanding of indices and some notion of
logarithms to base 2.
The use of numbers came into vogue around the middle of the third century BC
when the Brahmi numerals began to appear. The earliest epigraphic evidence of the
use of numerical system is found in the inscriptions of Ashoka in the third century
B.C.
A Mathematician named Pingala (c. 100BC) developed a system of binary
enumeration convertible to decimal numerals. He described the system in his book
called Chandahshaastra. The system he described is quite similar to that of Leibnitz.
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Ancient Mathematics role in development of Astronomy
Mathematics played a major role in the development of astronomy. This is because
accurate calendars were required to observe the religious ceremonies at the correct
time. This required correct information about the planets and other heavenly bodies.
And for this mathematics was used as a tool for making astronomical calculations.
Astronomy was studied as a Vedanta and was called Jyotisa. The most famous work
on Hindu astronomy is Suryasiddanta.
In second century AD Yavanesvara translated Greek astrology text (120 BC)
popularizing it by adding Indian cultural icons and Hindu religious images. It’s
around 500 AD the classical era of Indian mathematics and astronomy begins.
Aryabhata, the great mathematician and astronomer writes the book Aryabhatiya,
which contains summery of Jaina mathematics and astronomy. He replaced the
older theory of demons Rahu and Ketu with new theory of eclipses.
He also introduced trigonometry to make his astronomical calculations based on
the Greek epicycle theory. He solved undefined equations with integer solutions.
Under Aryabhata, Kusumapura emerged as leading centre of astronomy and
mathematics in ancient India. The other prominent centre was Ujjain where
Varahamihira made valuable contributions to astronomy and trigonometry. He
wrote Brihat Samhita a well-known work on astronomy. A contemporary of
Varahamihira, Yativrsabha based his work on the main ideas of Jaina mathematics.

Indus Inch The next important figure of Ujjain school was Brahmagupta in 7th

century AD. His work Brahmasphuta-Siddhantas or rules for numbers made
significant contributions to the development of negative number system and zero.
He also made contributions to the understanding of integer solutions to undefined
equations and worked on interpolation formulas invented to aid the computation of
sine tables.
A contemporary of Brahmagupta, Bhaskara I led Asmaka school. He was a
commentator on the works of Aryabhatta. Lalla was another astronomer, born 100
years after Bhaskara I, who also wrote a commentary on Aryabhatta.
The 9th century AD saw several mathematical scholars like Govindaswami,
Mahavira, Prthudakasvami, Sankara and Sridhara. While last three wrote
commentaries on the works of Bhasker I, Mahavira became famous for updating
Brahmagupta's book.
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This period saw tremendous improvements in sine tables, solving equations,
algebraic notation, quadratics, indeterminate equations and improvements to the
number system.
The period from 500 AD to 1000 AD no doubt saw some great development in
mathematical and astronomical science, but in terms of scholarly contributions, it
was only commentaries written on the earlier works of mathematicians.
There was no fresh revelations and scientific research during this period. This is
attributed to the rigidness in the religious belief system that restricted further
growth of knowledge.

Women in Ancient India

Queen Draupadi There are terracottafiguresdiscovered from thesites of Indus valley

civilization that suggests that women had a respectable position in that society.
These female figurines depict the history of this era through their adornment and
overall representation.
The way the figurines are adorned suggests that women enjoyed elevated
status.Some of the figurines did not represent a single person, but were a divine
entity of worship.There are several female figurines decorated with flowers that
suggest that they were objects of worship.

Ardhanareeshwar In early Vedic period there was plethora of Goddesses to instil
respect for women. Ardhanareeshwar, was half-man and half-woman and was
highly worshipped. In the Vedic society women participated in religious ceremonies
and tribal assemblies (sabha and vidata). There is no evidence of seclusion of women
from domestic and social affairs.
Women were allowed to have multiple husbands and they could leave their
husbands. Widows could remarry and child marriages were unknown.
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There are indications of matrilineal influence in the society. Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad mentions genealogies of teachers that bear matrilineal influences. There
are references to women seers such as Gargi and Maitreyi.

Swayamvara ceremony Women could choose their husbands through a type of

marriage called Swayamvara. In this type of marriage, potential grooms assembled
at the bride's house and the bride selected her spouse.Instances of Swayamvara
ceremony can be found in epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata. This continued
even in the later period in high class families.
There are literary evidences to suggest that woman power destroyed kingdoms and
mighty rulers.Elango Adigal's Sillapathigaram mentions that Madurai the capital of
Pandyas was burnt when Pandyan ruler Nedunchezhiyan killed a woman's husband
by mistake.Veda Vyasa's Mahabharata tells the story of fall of Kauravas because
they humiliated queen Draupadi.Valmiki'sRamyana is tells the story of destroying
KingRavana when he abducted and tried to marry Sita forcibly.
Ancient India Women in Vedic Period
In the later Vedic period, the position of women gradually deteriorated. The period
clearly see the growing tendency to stratify society along gender lines. Women lost
their political rights of attending assemblies. Child marriages also came into
existence. According to the AitareyaBrahmana a daughter has been described as a
source of misery. The Atharva Veda also deplores the birth of daughters.

The system of Sati emerged in the shape of a formal custom during later vedic
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period. The Artharva Veda mentions that it wa customary for the widow to lay
symbolically by the side of her husband's corpse on the funeral pyre.
During the period of smritis women were bracketed with the sudras and were denied
the right to study the Vedas to utter Vedic mantras and to perform Vedic rites.
Marriage or domestic life became compulsory for women and unquestioning
devotion to husband was their only duty.
There are several references in the epics, Smritis and Puranas, where women and
property are bracketed together. Women came to be regarded as a sort of property
and could be given away or loaned as any item of property. It’s because of this the
Brahmanical law did not allow any property rights to women. The provision for
stridhanawas of a very limited character and does not extend beyond the wife's
rights to jewels, ornaments and presents made to her.

Widows could remarry

Ancient India Women in Mauryan Period
During Mauryan period Brahamanical literature was particularly severe in the
treatment of women and assigns them a very low status in the society. Greek
traveller
Megastheneswho
visited
Pataliputraduring
Chandragupta
Mauryaruletestifies to the growing practice of polygamy; employment of women as
palace guards, bodyguards to the kings, spies etc.
The Buddhist texts on the other hand are much more considerate in treating
women. The suppressed condition of women in the society alarmed emperor
Ashokawho felt the need to appoint a special group of Mahamattasthat would be
concerned only with the welfare of the women.
During Buddhist rule the position of women though inferior was not as badas it
came to be in the later periods. During Gupta and post Gupta period, equating
women with property took strong roots. The practice of using veils by women
particularly in high caste families too came into vogue. In Kadambari,Patralekha is
described as wearing a veil of red cloth. However,this custom was not practiced by
common people.
In south Indiathe position of women deterioratedin post Buddhist period.
Remarriage of widows was not allowed and they had to cut off their hair, discard all
their ornaments and eat only plain food. The tonsure of widows was a custom taken
over from the norththat was adopted in south Indiaduring later times.
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Ancient India Language

Ancient India Language The language spoken during the Indus valley civilization is

still the unknown language of the Bronze Age (2nd millennium BCE). However the
presence of the Indus script suggests that a spoken and written language or
languages existed during this age. Since the language is not yet deciphered nor it’s
corroborated through any readable contemporary source, hypotheses regarding this
language is reduced to purported loanwords and substratum influences.
Nothing more than this, can be said about the language spoken during the Indus
valley civilization. In contrast the speech of the people during the Gangetic valley
civilization is preserved in the religious texts, secular treaties and the inscriptions
issued by the rulers of that time.
In constructing the picture of language spoken in ancient India, Sanskrit, the
language closer to many European languages come first. This is followed by its
offshoot languages such as Pali and Prakrit. There are languages that came out of
Prakrit and are currently spoken in India. However, south India was totally
unconnected with the language of the north i.e Sanskrit.
Here Tamil language developed both in spoken and written form and have its own
distinct history. It’s only in later times that the Tamil language was influenced by
north Indian culture and many of the Sanskrit words spilled in this ancient
Dravidian language.
Sanskrit - Ancient Indian Language
The earliest language that was spoken in India was Sanskrit. Aryan spoke a simpler
tongue, more akin to classical Sanskrit. It was during the time of grammarian Panini
(4th century B.C.) that the Sanskrit language reached its classical form. In all
probability, Panini based his work on the languages as it was spoken in the NorthWest of India. His work Asthadhyayi, pre-supposes the work of many earlier
grammarians. It was from the time of Panini onwards that the language was
calledSamskarta, perfected or refined.
Sankskrit was the lingua franca of the priestly class, and it gradually became the
language of the governing class as well. The earliest surviving Sanskrit poetry is that
of the Buddhist writer Ashvaghosa who lived in the Ist century A.D. He composed
the Buddha-Charitra in a comparatively simple classical style.
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The first important dynasty to use Sanskrit was that of the Sakas of Ujjain. The
Girnar inscription of Rudradaman, dated 150 A.D. is the earliest surviving example
of Sanskrit prose.
It was during the Gupta period that ornate Sanskrit prose was developed. The chief
writers in this style were Dandin, Subandhu and Bana.
With classical Sanskrit increasingly becoming the language of Brahmins and the
learned few and is use restricted to certain occasions such as issuing of
proclamations and during the performance of Vedic ceremonies, much simpler
language called Pali and Prakritdeveloped that was spoken by the masses.It’s
recoded that by the time of the Buddha masses were speaking languages which were
much simpler than Sanskrit.In fact Buddhataught in Magadhi, a local variation of
Prakrit, to reach more people.

Pali - Ancient Indian Language

Pali language Pali was another popular language based on Sanksrit. Chronologically

Pali is the first Sanskrit language and Prakrit appeared later on. Even the meaning
of the word 'Pali' underwent changes in the course of time. In the final stages the
word "Pali" meant language of the texts of ‘Theravada Buddhism’. There are also
non-canonical literatures in Pali. The earliest works in Pali literature relates to the
Jataka stories. The book Milinda Panda is the most important one. The classical
works Depavamsa and Mahavamsa, the two great chronicles of Ceylon were written
in Pali.
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Prakrit - Ancient Indian Language
In the towns and villages a popular form of Sanskrit, known as Prakrit, was spoken
with local variations. The chief western variety was called Shuraseni and the eastern
variety, Magadhi.
From the earliest times to the first century A.D. inscriptions were composed
exclusively in Prakrit. Most inscriptions of pre-Gupta time are in Prakritused
for official pronouncements. Ashoka left behind 30 inscriptions in Prakrit.

Magadhi language Even in literature Prakrit came to be used particularly in plays.
Sanskrit drama characters were made to speak in formalized Prakrit of various
dialects. The women and humbler characters of the plays spoke in Prakrit. Some
plays are composed exclusively in Prakrit and are technically called Jatakas.
A few of secular literary works were written in Prakrit. The secular aspect of Prakrit
language is reflected in texts such as the GathaSaptasati of Hala, one of the
Satavahana rulers. This book consists of 700 stanzas about love depicting the varied
phases of rural life.

Apart from secular literature Prakrit was exclusively used as the speech of the
Hinayana Buddhism. It was used for religious literature like the Jaina canonical
works.
The narrative literature and epic poems are fairly extensive in Prakrit. The most
noteworthy among them are the Brihatkatha of Gunadhya composed in Paisachi
dialect and Sethubandha of Pravarasena.
The first writer to make use of Prakrit wasAsvaghosa in his work the BuddhaCharitra. The others who followed the example were Bhasa (3rd century A.D.) and
later Visakhadatta and Kalidasa.
Prakrithas linguistic importance since it is illustrative of the linguistic evolution
from Prakrit to Apabhramsa and finally to a new regional languages of India.
Apabhramsa - Ancient Indian Language
Apabhramsa meaning falling down was a corrupt form of Prakrit dialect. It is
believed to have originated in the north-west and travelled along with the migrant
people who settled in central and western India.
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Stray poems dealing with morals maxims ethics religious discourses and legends
were commonly written in Apabhramsa. In the Apabhramsa, the meter doha was
adopted as powerful form of expression of religious and philosophical thoughts.
Among the Jains literature the voluminous texts on the life and activities of Jaina
heroes were written in Apabhramsa.
Tamil - Ancient Indian Language

Tolkappiyam Tamil was the oldest spoken literary language of south India. Evidence

shows that there are a body of literature in Tamil that has unbroken continuity for
over 20 centuries.
The first period of Tamil literature is associated with the Sangam Era. Tamil
tradition refers of three literary Academic (Sangams) which met at
Madurai. Tolkappiyam is the earliest surviving book in Tamil was compiled during
second Tamil Sangam.
It is a work on Tamil grammar literature tradition and sociology. Tolkapiyam lays
down grammatical rules governing the literary compositions. This book is the
fountain of all literary conventions in Tamil literature. It was written by Tolkappiyar
along with eleven other scholars.

The poets of the third Sangam wrote Ettuthogai (eight anthologies). These
anthologies contain well over 2,000 poems ascribed to more than 200 authors. The
other major collection of the Sangamperiod is the Pattuppattu of ten dyle, which are
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long poems. Thirukural is the Bible of Tamil landand consists of series of metrical
proverbs and many aspects of life and religion.
Two books Silappadikaram (the Jewelled anklet) and Manimekali are of poetry
having long poems. The book Manimekali abounds in fine poetry and its dramatic
element is of master class. This book also gives us glimpses of the development of
fine art in the Sangam age. They are attributed to poet Ilangoadigal and Sattanar of
Madurai. Both the books belong to the early centuries of the Christian era.
The age of the Sangam literature was religious but stranger to the Bhakti cult. The
chief quality of the Sangam works is their adherence to standards and literary
conventions.
Prior to the imperial Pallavas many Tamil works were written like Kural. Kural is
one of the most important forms of classical Tamil poetry. It is a very short poetic
form, exactly in 2 lines, the first line consisting of 4 words and the second line
consisting of 3. Kuralwas written by Thirulluvarand now translated to many
languages.
In the later period the Tamil writings of the Alvars and Nayanmars were quite
distinct. Both of them were written somewhere in the 5th or the 6th century A.D.
The origin of the other languages of India has occurred during the early medieval
period but the root of most of them has Sanskrit, pali and Prakrit. Some of the
languages have developed from the dialects of these original languages. Currently,
there are over 780 languages and 66 different scripts in India.

Achievements of Ancient India
The list of achievements in ancient India is very long. It is difficult to put all of them
together in one place. Here some of the accredited achievements of ancient India as
well as ancient Indian inventions for a glance reading.

Ancient Indian Achievements - Indus Valley Civilization
While the rest of the world was still in the pre historic age and living in the nomadic
culture, India boasts to have the most advanced civilizations of the world. The cities
of Mohenjo - Daro and Harappa had very advanced sense of town planning and
urban landscape.
The discovery of scales suggests mathematical knowledge of the Indus people. The
Indus civilization had a script of their own which means they could read and write.
There were more than 600 picture letters and 60 original letters in the Indus script.
The remains of a dockyard in Lothal in Gujarat testify the trade relations of Indus
people with western Asia.
Modern Indian Achievements

Ancient Indian Achievements - Vedic Period
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Ancient Indian Language Sanskrit
Sanskrit is the earliest and only known modern language. The first grammar book
of Sanskrit written by Panini in 400BC called Astadhyayi. In this book the author
describes rules of Sanskrit grammar.
Ancient India Achievements in Medicine
Ayurveda, the earliest school of medicine originated during the Vedic time. Ayurveda
was developed by Charaka, considered to be the father of medicine. He consolidated
his findings in his book Charakasmitha.
Ancient India Achievements in Surgery
Sushruta is called the father of surgery who conducted complicated surgeries. He
compiled his findings in the book Sushrutasamitha.
Yoga - Ancient Indian Exercise
Yoga was developed by Patanjali, a revered sage in ancient India. It is a form of
physical exercise to control diseases.
Leprosy in Ancient India
The mention of leprosy, as well as ritualistic cures for it was first described in the
Atharva - veda (1500–1200 BCE). Later the treatise Sushruta Samhita (6th century
BCE) also mention of leprosy.
Ancient Indian Achievements in Mathematics
The first notions of zero as a number and its uses have been found in Mathematical
treatise of ancient India. Brahmagupta gave a full account of the Hindu numerals
with its digits 0,1,2,3,...,9 and decimal. Algorithm is an invention of ancient India.
It ultimately became the scheme of numeration by making use of the Indian
numerals.

Ancient Indian Achievements in Astronomy
Aryabhata, (c. 500AD) was the earliest person known to have done precise celestial
calculations. He accurately calculated celestial constants like earth's rotation per
solar orbit, days per solar orbit, days per lunar orbit. He talked of the diurnal motion
of the earth and the appearance of the Sun going round it as early as the sixth
century.
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Taxila - Ancient Indian University
Takshila, establish in 700 BC holds distinction of being world's first university in
the world.
Nalanda - Ancient Indian University
Nalanda University was built in the 4th century BC. It was one of the greatest
centers of learning in ancient India.
Buddhism & Jainism - Ancient Religions of India
Two major religions, Buddhism and Jainism were established in India in 500 and
600 BC, respectively.
Kallanai dam - Ancient Dam of India
Kallanai dam built on the Kaveri River by the Chola king Karikalan in 2nd Century
BC is the oldest dam in the world.

Ancient Indian Epic Mahabharata
Mahabharata the famous epic is the longest poem in the world.
Ancient Indian Games - Chess
One of the major ancient Indian inventions is Chess. Chess was invented in ancient
India and was known as Ashtapada. Ashtāpada was the board game which predates
chess. It was mentioned on the list of games that Gautama Buddha would not
play. Around the 6th century during the Gupta period it was called Chaturanga.
Ancient Indian Games - Kabaddi
The game of kabaddi originated in some form or the other during the period between
1500 and 400 BCE.
Ancient Indian Games - Ludo
Ludo called Pachisi originated in India by the 6th century. The earliest evidence of
this game is the depiction of boards on the caves of Ajanta.
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Ancient Indian Games - Snakes and ladders
The board game of Snakes and ladders originated in ancient India as a game based
on morality.
Cashmere Wool in India
The woolen shawls made from wool in Kashmir region of India find written mention
between 3rd century BCE and the 11th century AD. The fiber extracted from sheep
hair was known as pashm or pashmina and was used in making handmade shawls
of Kashmir.
Ancient Indian Agriculture - Cotton Cultivation
Cotton was cultivated by the inhabitants of the Indus Valley Civilization by the 5th
millennium BCE - 4th millennium BCE.
Origin of Iron Working in Ancient India
Iron works were developed in the Vedic period. Archaeological sites show iron
implements in the period between 1800 BCE—1200 BCE. Spikes, knives, daggers,
arrow-heads, bowls, spoons, saucepans, axes, chisels, tongs, door fittings etc.
ranging from 600 BCE to 200 BCE have been discovered. In the time of
Chandragupta II Vikramaditya (375–413 CE), corrosion-resistant iron was used to
erect the Iron pillar of Delhi, which has withstood corrosion.
Sugar Refining Process India
The process of producing crystallized sugar from sugarcane was discovered by the
time of the Guptas rule. Chinese documents confirm at least two missions to India,
initiated in 647 CE, for obtaining technology for sugar-refining.

Horse Toe Stirrup
Buddhist carvings in the temples of Sanchi, Mathura and the Bhaja caves dating
back between the 1st and 2nd century BCE figure horsemen riding with elaborate
saddles with feet slipped under girths.
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Ancient Indian Stupa
The origin of the Stupa can be traced to 3rd century BCE. It was used as a
commemorative monument associated with storing sacred relics.

Achievements of Ancient India
The list of achievements in ancient India is very long. It is difficult to put all of them
together in one place. Here some of the accredited achievements of ancient India as
well as ancient Indian inventions for a glance reading.

Ancient Indian Achievements - Indus Valley Civilization
While the rest of the world was still in the pre historic age and living in the nomadic
culture, India boasts to have the most advanced civilizations of the world. The cities
of Mohenjo - Daro and Harappa had very advanced sense of town planning and
urban landscape.
The discovery of scales suggests mathematical knowledge of the Indus people. The
Indus civilization had a script of their own which means they could read and write.
There were more than 600 picture letters and 60 original letters in the Indus script.
The remains of a dockyard in Lothal in Gujarat testify the trade relations of Indus
people with western Asia.
Modern Indian Achievements

Ancient Indian Achievements - Vedic Period
Ancient Indian Language Sanskrit
Sanskrit is the earliest and only known modern language. The first grammar book
of Sanskrit written by Panini in 400BC called Astadhyayi. In this book the author
describes rules of Sanskrit grammar.
Ancient India Achievements in Medicine
Ayurveda, the earliest school of medicine originated during the Vedic time. Ayurveda
was developed by Charaka, considered to be the father of medicine. He consolidated
his findings in his book Charakasmitha.
Ancient India Achievements in Surgery
Sushruta is called the father of surgery who conducted complicated surgeries. He
compiled his findings in the book Sushrutasamitha.
Yoga - Ancient Indian Exercise
Yoga was developed by Patanjali, a revered sage in ancient India. It is a form of
physical exercise to control diseases.
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Leprosy in Ancient India
The mention of leprosy, as well as ritualistic cures for it was first described in the
Atharva - veda (1500–1200 BCE). Later the treatise Sushruta Samhita (6th century
BCE) also mention of leprosy.
Ancient Indian Achievements in Mathematics
The first notions of zero as a number and its uses have been found in Mathematical
treatise of ancient India. Brahmagupta gave a full account of the Hindu numerals
with its digits 0,1,2,3,...,9 and decimal. Algorithm is an invention of ancient India.
It ultimately became the scheme of numeration by making use of the Indian
numerals.

Ancient Indian Achievements in Astronomy
Aryabhata, (c. 500AD) was the earliest person known to have done precise celestial
calculations. He accurately calculated celestial constants like earth's rotation per
solar orbit, days per solar orbit, days per lunar orbit. He talked of the diurnal motion
of the earth and the appearance of the Sun going round it as early as the sixth
century.
Taxila - Ancient Indian University
Takshila, establish in 700 BC holds distinction of being world's first university in
the world.
Nalanda - Ancient Indian University
Nalanda University was built in the 4th century BC. It was one of the greatest
centers of learning in ancient India.
Buddhism & Jainism - Ancient Religions of India
Two major religions, Buddhism and Jainism were established in India in 500 and
600 BC, respectively.
Kallanai dam - Ancient Dam of India
Kallanai dam built on the Kaveri River by the Chola king Karikalan in 2nd Century
BC is the oldest dam in the world.
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Ancient Indian Epic Mahabharata
Mahabharata the famous epic is the longest poem in the world.
Ancient Indian Games - Chess
One of the major ancient Indian inventions is Chess. Chess was invented in ancient
India and was known as Ashtapada. Ashtāpada was the board game which predates
chess. It was mentioned on the list of games that Gautama Buddha would not
play. Around the 6th century during the Gupta period it was called Chaturanga.
Ancient Indian Games - Kabaddi
The game of kabaddi originated in some form or the other during the period between
1500 and 400 BCE.
Ancient Indian Games - Ludo
Ludo called Pachisi originated in India by the 6th century. The earliest evidence of
this game is the depiction of boards on the caves of Ajanta.
Ancient Indian Games - Snakes and ladders
The board game of Snakes and ladders originated in ancient India as a game based
on morality.
Cashmere Wool in India
The woolen shawls made from wool in Kashmir region of India find written mention
between 3rd century BCE and the 11th century AD. The fiber extracted from sheep
hair was known as pashm or pashmina and was used in making handmade shawls
of Kashmir.
Ancient Indian Agriculture - Cotton Cultivation
Cotton was cultivated by the inhabitants of the Indus Valley Civilization by the 5th
millennium BCE - 4th millennium BCE.
Origin of Iron Working in Ancient India
Iron works were developed in the Vedic period. Archaeological sites show iron
implements in the period between 1800 BCE—1200 BCE. Spikes, knives, daggers,
arrow-heads, bowls, spoons, saucepans, axes, chisels, tongs, door fittings etc.
ranging from 600 BCE to 200 BCE have been discovered. In the time of
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Chandragupta II Vikramaditya (375–413 CE), corrosion-resistant iron was used to
erect the Iron pillar of Delhi, which has withstood corrosion.
Sugar Refining Process India
The process of producing crystallized sugar from sugarcane was discovered by the
time of the Guptas rule. Chinese documents confirm at least two missions to India,
initiated in 647 CE, for obtaining technology for sugar-refining.
Horse Toe Stirrup
Buddhist carvings in the temples of Sanchi, Mathura and the Bhaja caves dating
back between the 1st and 2nd century BCE figure horsemen riding with elaborate
saddles with feet slipped under girths.
Ancient Indian Stupa
The origin of the Stupa can be traced to 3rd century BCE. It was used as a
commemorative monument associated with storing sacred relics.

Ancient India Civilizations

Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro India as they say is not a country but a confluence of

various civilizations.
Civilization is the most advanced stage of human social development and
organization.
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There are two distinct civilizations in India.

Indus Valley Civilization in Ancient India
The first is bronze based civilization called Indus valley civilization and the second
is iron based civilization called Vedic civilization.
Indus valley civilization that flourished from about 2500 BC to 1700 BC in India
qualifies all the parameters of the definition of a civilization.
It’s most important cities, Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro besides Kalibangan tells the
story of the first Indian civilization that developed around the river Indus.
These cities had features which made them unique included brick and well-planned
streets, pottery drainage ditches, large granaries, and a large bath for ritual
cleansing.
There were small, two-room structures to large houses with two-storied with
courtyards.Most of the major buildings were constructed on raised platform and
were made from brick with each city perhaps having 35,000 people at their height.
The people of Indus valley civilization traded with Sumer and Sumerian merchants
referred them as Meluhha. They also traded with Mesopotamia and Egypt. They sent
merchant ships to the island of Tilmun in the Persian Gulf.

Indus civilization trade The main items of exports included surplus grain, pottery

vases, inlays, ivory combs, pearls, precious woods, and semi-precious stones. Indus
Valley farmers grew wheat, barley, field-peas, melons, sesame, and dates. They also
domesticated humped cattle, short-horn cattle, and buffaloes, and perhaps even
pigs, camels, horses, and donkeys. The land was full of water buffalo, tigers,
elephants, rhinoceros and enormous forests.
In valley civilization was the first to turn cotton into yarn and weaving the yarn into
cloth. Cotton was first developed around 2000 B.C. Their unique script consisted of
400 symbolic pictures, but has not yet been deciphered.
The lack of public inscriptions or written historical documents has hindered other
information about the Indus valley civilization.
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The Indus civilization civilisation was Bronze Age civilization. It declined around
1900 BC under pressure from a new people, the Aryans that saw the emergence of
Vedic Civilisation that was the Iron Age civilization.
Aryan Civilization in Ancient India

The Indo-European Aryans The Aryans entered the northern part of India from Central
Asia by 1500 BC. The Aryans re kindled the light of a new civilization on the banks
of the river Ganges as they spread across to some other parts of the country, and
settled in different regions of North and West India.

The Aryan tribes were called Gana meaning a collection of people. The chief of each
tribe held all the powers that were passed on from father to son. By 1,000 BC Aryans
had learned to use iron and in course of time they went on to became farmers.It’s
because of farming activity a more ordered and settled society evolved.
The Aryans became the priests, rulers and warriors, free peasants and merchants.
They ate meat as well as vegetables. They also introduced horse and raced chariots.
They prayed to numerous god and goddesses. The caste system has its beginning
during this time. It was based on occupations. Education was oral and writing was
done on bark and leaves.

Indus civilization The Hindu religion also evolved at this time and the compilation of

the Vedas occurred. Initially the four Vedas were orally passed on from one
generation to the other, but later they were written down. The Rig Veda, the main
religious and socio-economic text of Hindus was written between 1300 and 1100
BC.
The people in the Vedic period lived in straw and wooden huts. Some homes were
made of wood, during the epics Period. The social life cantered on Yagna meaning s
a ritual of sacrifice.
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They learned to farm rice and by 600 BC rice cultivation was flourishing in
India.With a more settled and ordered society trade and commerce also flourished.
Life in towns evolved again and writing was re-invented. By 600 BC a highly civilized
society had emerged in India if not better then at least equal to Indus valley
civilization.
After the Iron Age Vedic Civilisation, people of different races and cultures entered
India and settled down bringing with them diverse ideas, beliefs and traditions and
in course of time amalgamated within the Indian civilization.
The idea of Indian civilization continued to flourish as India transcended its journey
from Ancient to Medieval to Modern times.

Ancient Indian Medicine

Sushruta plastic surgery The development of ancient Indian medicine system can be

traced right from the Indus Valley Civilization. The archaeological remains of
Harappa and Mohenjodaro suggest the evidence for the existence of a medicine
system. The Indus people used plant drugs, animal products and minerals. In one
of the excavations Silajatu (Silajit) has been found, which indicates that it might
have been used by the Indus people.
However, there are not many evidences to support the medical system prevailing
during the Indus period. Notwithstanding the facts, it is impossible to believe that
there was no medical system to cater to the large urban settlements and knowledge
of elaborate town planning.
The ancient system of medicine finds more graphic details in the Vedic civilization
that flourished in the Gangetic plains from 1000 BC onwards. The earliest treatise
Rig Veda mentions that Dhanvantari 17th incarnation of Lord Vishnu was
worshipped as God of medicine. It was also regarded as the source of Ayurveda. The
other reference to medical practice in Vedic age finds mention in the worship of
Ashvins or Ashwini Kumaras, the twin gods that averted misfortune and sickness.
They are considered as the doctors of gods and devas of Ayurvedic medicine.

Ayurveda

-

Ancient

India

Medicine
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Ayurveda Ayurveda, meaning the science of longevity, was an indigenous
system of medicine in ancient India. The oldest known Ayurvedic texts are the
Suśruta Saṃhitā and the Charaka Saṃhitā. It contains information about
diseases, their diagnosis and expected cures.
Ayurveda as an art of healing was treated with respect in ancient India. The
knowledge systemized as Ayurveda was considered at par with the Vedas.
The knowledge of Ayurveda was passed from generations to generations and was
spread among sages, hermits and other religious men who moved from one place to
another. Those who solely practiced this form of medicine were known as Vaidyas
and they belonged to the Brahmin caste.
In classical Sanskrit literature, Ayurveda was called the science of eight
components: 1- Kāya-chikitsā (General Medicine) 2 –Kaumāra-bhṛtya (Paediatrics)
3 - Śhalya-chikitsā (Surgery) 4- Śālākya-tantra (ophthalmology/ENT) 5- Bhūta
vidyā ((demonology / exorcism/psychiatry) 6- Agada-tantra (toxicology) 7 Rasayana-tantra (elixirs) 8- Vājīkaraṇa tantra ( Aphrodisiacs) The main medical
practitioners of Ayurveda were Atraya, Agnivesa, Charaka and Shusruta.

Atreya and Agnivesa - Ancient scholars of India
Ancient scholars of India like Atreya, and Agnivesa have dealt with principles of
Ayurveda as long back as 800 BC. Agnivesa was a famous physician wrote an
encyclopedic treatise in the eighth- century B.C. Their works and other
developments were consolidated by Charaka who compiled a compendium of
Ayurvedic principles and practices in his treatise Charaka-Samahita.

Charaka - Ancient India Medicine

Charaka Charaka was a noted Ayurveda practitioner who wrote the famous treatise

on medicine Charaka Samahita. He wrote extensively on digestion, metabolism and
immune system. According to him body functions because it contains three doshas
- bile, phlegm and wind. These are produced when dhatus - blood, flesh and marrow
act after food is consumed. The body becomes sick when there is imbalance between
three doshas. He prescribed drugs to restore this balance.
Charaka gives advice that physician who fails to enter the body of a patient with the
lamp of knowledge and understanding can never treat diseases. He put more
emphasis on prevention rather than cure.
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Charaka also wrote about genetics like the factors responsible for sex of a child.
Charaka has theorized blindness from the birth is not due to any defect in the
mother or the father, but owes its origin in the ovum and the sperm. The other
notable fields Charaka Samahita deals with are physiology, etiology and embryology.

Shusruta - Ancient Indian Surgery
Shushruta- Samhita is the oldest treatise dealing with the practical problems of
surgery and obstetrics.It was written by Shushruta who studied human anatomy in
great detail with aid of a dead body. He lived in Kashi, the modern day Varanasi.
Surgery was termed as Sastrakarma and considered as one of the eight branches of
Ayurveda. The first instances of surgery were recorded around 800 B.C.
Shushruta- Samhita records the detail description of the steps to be taken during
the performance of a surgical operation.
There are eight main divisions in Shushruta- Samhita , namely Chedya ( Excision)
lekhya (Scarification), Vedhya ( Puncturing) , Esya (Exploration), Ahrya ( Extraction),
Vsraya ( Evacuation) and Sivya ( Suturing).
Shushruta was equipped with excellent surgical skills and elevated the practical
science of surgery to the level of art. He excelled in plastic surgery and
ophthalmology (removing cataracts). One of the greatest contributions of Shushruta
was the restoration of mutilated nose or rhinoplasty.
It is recorded that the success rate of surgery performed by Sushruta was very high
and he attracted people from all over the country and even outside. He meticulously
carried out the operation almost similar to the steps followed by the modern day
surgeons.

Yoga - Ancient System of Medicine

Agnivesa Yoga, a system of exercise for physical and mental nourishment was part

and parcel of the ancient system of medicine. Though it has been in existence for
long time, it was around 200 BC, Patanjali in his treatise, Yogasutra collected all
the fundamentals of yoga. Patanjali surmised that through the practice of yoga, the
latent energy within the human body can be made live and released, that can have
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a salubrious effect on the body and the mind. He practiced and preached yogic
practices that can control of several ailments and chronic disease.
The ancient system of medicine grew further with trade and cultural contacts with
other countries of the world. The Indian medical knowledge was transmitted to
other countries through Indian merchants and Buddhist monks.
The Buddhist monks took the Ayurveda system of medicine to Tibet and China.
India’s contact with the Arab world led to the translation of Indian medical books
like Charak Samhita, Susrut Samhita, into Arabic language. Indian concepts of
medicine also influenced the Greeks who came in India contact during the IndoGreek rule in 180 BC-10 AD.
The subsequent Kingdoms in India patronized the ancient system of medicine that
led to its further growth. Today, the Ayurveda system of medicine has great
acceptance in India and the art of Yoga is practiced widely for healing many chronic
ailments. Further, the ancient system of medicine now has a global reach and
acceptance.

Ancient Indian Medicines and Medicinal Plants
Ancient Indian medicine has a great connection to medicinal plants as much of the
medicines were made with a combination of plants and minerals or even only plant
extracts. Some of the common medicinal plants used is Ayurveda are believed to
have been used since ancient times. Some common medicinal plants used are Amla, Ahoka (even mentioned in the Ramayana), Aswagandha, Bael, Brahmi,
Chiraita, Guggul, Sandal Wood, Satavari, Tulsi, Pippermint, Gritkumari (Aloe),
Vringraj, Rakta Chitrak, Neem and lots of spices like turmeric, pepper, dalchini,
elaichi etc.

Ancient India Map
Ancient India Maps are not easy to get by so we created this map for the
convienience of studnts and researchers. We have placed in this map famous places
and kingdoms mentioned in our ancient literature and history. Marked on this map
of ancient Indian times are places mentioned in the Mahabharata, Ramayana and
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also kingdoms of Magadha, Kalinga. Even Harappa of the Indus valley civilization is
marked on the Map. Marked are the water bodies and oceans as they were called in
ancient times.
We hope this map is useful to kids who wish to know about the ancient places that
they keep hearing about in their grandmas stories and keep reading in thier history
books. This map is not drawn to scale gives a fair idea of locations of ancient places
and kingdoms.
View and download this ancient India map to show to your kids or to draw your own
map representing places in the Mahabharata, Ramayana or depict the important
ancient kingdoms of India.
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Ancient Indian Clothing

The index of human development can also be pegged with the clothing of the
people during a certain time frame.
The remnants of the ancient Indian clothing can be found in the figurines discovered
from the sites of the Indus valley civilization, the rock cut sculptures, the cave
paintings, and human art forms found in temples and monuments.

Ancient Indian clothing The story of Indian clothing becomes clearer after recorded

history developed in India. The recorded history of Indian clothing goes back to the
5th millennium BC, starting the Vedic times.
The court historians, foreign travellers, accounts of seers and sages when pieced
together give a vivid pictureof the ancient Indian clothing.

Indian Clothing in Indus Valley Civilisation
The terracotta figurines from the Indus Valley Civilisation indicate that cotton was
spun, woven and dyed. This is corroborated by the bone needles and wooden
spindles that have been unearthed at the excavation sites of the Indus valley
civilization.
The Indus civilisation also knew the process of silk production. Recent analysis of
Harappan silk fibres in beads have shown that silk was made by the process of
reeling, the art known only to China till the early centuries AD.
Textiles made of wool finds mention in the Vedic text with reference to Kashmir. The
Rig Veda refers to the Valley of Sindh as being abundant in sheep, and the god
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Pushanis addressed as the 'weaver of garments', that evolved into the term pashm
for the wool of that area. Woollen shawls have been mentioned in Afghan texts of
the 3rd century BC.
Most of the present knowledge of ancient Indian clothing comes from rock
sculptures and the paintings in caves and other monuments. These images show
human figures wearing clothes that appear to be wrapped or tied around the various
parts of the body. From the Sari to the turban and the dhoti, ancient India clothes
were mostly wrapped around in various ways.

Cloth tied around Body The sari was worn with a breast-band tied with a knot at the

back. Even children just wore a piece of cloth tied around the waist with strings.
Both men and women wore ornaments. Early ornaments were mostly made of
terracotta beads or shells strung together till metals came on the scene. Jewellery
like necklaces, bangles and earrings were common. The use of flowers as ornaments
was also common.The cave paintings suggest the use of coloured makeup. The
forehead hands and palms were decorated with colour.

Indian Clothing in Maurya and Gupta Period
During the Maurya and Gupta period, the people continued to wear the three pieces
unstitched clothing as in Vedic times. The main items of clothing were the Antariya
made of white cotton or muslin, tied to the waist by a sash called Kayabandh and a
scarf called the Uttariya used to drape the top half of the body. The upper castes
dressed themselves in fine muslin and wore gold ornaments.
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The cotton industry was well developedin ancient India. Herodotus the Greek
historian who lived in the fifth century BC, describes Indian cotton as "a wool
exceeding
in
beauty
and
goodness
that
of
sheep".
A variety of weaving techniques were practiced in ancient India. Chanakya's treatise
on public administration, the Arthashastra written around 3rd century BC, briefly
describes the norms followed in silk weaving.Silk and cotton were woven into
various designs and motifs, each region developing its distinct style and technique.
Famous among them were the Jamdani, Kasika,butidar and Ilkal.

Men and women ornaments Roman historian Arrian’sin his work Indica described that

Indian cotton clothing was well adapted to the dry, hot summers of the
subcontinent. According to Arrian, who lived in the 2nd-century, Nearchus(360 300 BC) who was one of the officers in the army of Alexander the Great and had
come to north-western India on thisexpedition describes about Indian clothing as
follows:
"The Indians use linen clothing, made from the flax taken from the trees and are
white in colour.
They have a linen frock reaching down halfway between the knee and the ankle, and
a garment which is partly thrown round the shoulders and partly rolled round the
head. Indians who are very well-off wore earrings of ivory; but most of them do not
wear them at all. Indians dye their beards various colours; some may appear white
as the whitest, others dark blue; others have them red, purple, and even green.
Those who are of any rank have umbrellas held over them in the summer. They
wear shoes of white leather, elaborately worked, and the soles of their shoes are
many-coloured and raised high, in order that they may appear taller."

Ancient Indian Clothing in Indo-Greek Period
As new trade routes, both overland and overseas, created a cultural exchange with
Central Asia and Europe, there was more development seen in Indian clothing.
Trade with China via the Silk Road introduced silk textiles into IndiaEvidence from
the 1st century AD suggest some cultural exchanges with the Greeks. Romans
bought indigo for dyeing and other items of clothings.
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Indo-Greek Indo-Greek influence is seen in the Greco-Buddhist art of the time. The

statues of Buddha were portrayed as wearing the Greek himation, which is the
forerunner of the modern saṃghāti that forms a part of the Kasaya of Buddhist
monks.
Dyeing of clothes in ancient India was practised as an art form. Five primary colours
were identified and were categorised by their many hues. The ancient treatise,
Vishnudharmottara states five to ones of white, namely Ivory, Jasmine, August
moon, August clouds after the rain and the conch shell. The commonly used dies
were indigo (Nila), madder red and safflower. The technique of mordant dyeing was
prevalent in India since the second millennium BC, resist dyeing and Kalamkari
techniques were hugely popular and such textiles were the chief exports.

Ancient India Clothing Trade
Indian textiles were traded from ancient times with China, Southeast Asia and the
Roman Empire. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea mentions mallow cloth, muslins
and coarse cottons. Port towns like Masulipatnam and Barygaza won fame for its
production of muslins and fine cloth.

Ancient India Music

Kalidasa Musical instruments dating to the prehistoric period is discovered from

archaeological excavationsin India. This is especially from the Indus valleysites
where music had a prominent place in its society.
Several musical instruments like drums and statuettes representing dancing poses
were found from the Indus Valley sites. Statuette of Rudra who is worshipped as the
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deity of dance, music and drama was found from a Harappan site. Besides, various
types of stringed instruments are also discovered from the Indus sites.
The discovery of Ravanahatha, the seven-holed flute from a Harappa site suggests
that musical instruments and music played an important role in Indus valley
civilization.
The arrival of the Aryans marked the beginning of Vedic literature. This was when
priest chants, and poetries came into being. The Vedic literature describes musical
instruments and singings which were performed during sacrifices and as part of
rituals for evoking the god. Music was seen as an excellent means for the realization
of god.
Ancient Indian Music in Vedic Period
In the Vedic period, music originated from chanting of Vedas. The contents of the
Rigveda were mainly poems chanted by priests and passed onto generations. The
memorization of the sacred text by the priests included up to eleven musical forms
of recitation of sacred verse.

Gandharva Veda The priests chanted hymns in a musical tone with the pronunciation

according to the tune. Priests used to perform group chanting at the sacrifices. The
vocalising of syllables (Sthobhaksaras) in melodious and rhythmic tone created the
sound of music.
There are several references to vocal music in Vedas, Upanishads,
SrimadBhagavata, the Puranas and the epics. Gandharva Veda dealt especially with
the science of music but its theories are lost in the vagaries of time and space.
Samavedais another source of music that was meant to be sung. It contains large
number of tunes or Samans to address different elements of nature like; the cloud,
seasons, tree, plant and the animals etc.The Samaveda, consists of a collection
(samhita) of hymns intended to be sung using melodies called Samagana whose
musical forms are indicated in the portions of the hymns. These hymns were sung
by Udgatar priests at sacrifices, in which the juice of the Soma plant,was mixed with
milk and other ingredients, to be offered to various deities.
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Krishna and Sarasvati

Ancient Indian Music in Hindu Religion
Hindu religion gives great importance to music. In Hindu mythology, each deity is
associated with some kind of musical instrument. Goddess Sarasvati is seen with
Veena in her hands. Lord Shiva is associated with Damru and Lord Vishnu with
conch; Lord Krishna is with flute and Narada with an Ektara.
Music was considered as a source of ancient Indian culture. It was an integral aspect
of Sanskrit dramas like AbhijnanaShakuntalam, Mirchakatika. The fourth act of
Vikramoryasiya by Kalidasa used different musical compositions like aksiptika,
dvipadika, jambhalika, khandadhara, carcarj, khandaka, etc.
There were many works on music written in later periods explaining various
characteristics, types and techniques of music.The traces of music in ancient India
can be produced from written works like NātyaShastra.

NatyaShastra is an ancient Indian treatise on the performing arts, theatre, classical
dance and classical music. It was written during 200 BC and 200 ADand contains
6000 shlokas. It is attributed to a sage Bharata Muni.
The Natyashastra also suggests several aspects of musical performance, particularly
its application to vocal, instrumental and orchestral compositions. It also deals with
the rasas and bhavas that may be evoked by music.
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Musical instruments The NatyaShastra is based upon a much older text called the

Nātya Veda, which contained 36,000 shlokasthat do not survive now.
It was during 500BC - 200BCRamayana was written by Valmikithat has shlokas
composed in rhythmic tone. Mahabharata mentions gandharva or music in the form
of musical instruments, dance and singing.
It’s during this time Pathyasangeet, a special musical mode in Indian musicology
was introduced. Music was mentioned in the Jain literary sources. Music also
evolved during the Buddhist era where monks sang.
Ancient Indian Music in Gupta Period
The Gupta period considered the Golden Age of arts, culture and education in
ancient India saw effloresce of the ancient Indian music. Gupta king Harshavardhan
was also a singer. It was during this time Samaj, ghata-nibandhan and other forms
of music came into being.
The book Kamasutra written during this time has reference to various arts forms
like singing, dancing playing musical instruments and living. Kalidasawrote plays
like 'Raghuvamsha' and 'Shakuntala' during this period.
Indian music has developed through very complex interactions between different
peoples of different races and cultures over a period of several thousand years. The
references to music in ancient texts, aesthetic formulations, and depictions and
written discussions of musical instruments offer clues about the ancient Indian
musical traditions.
The ancientIndian musical style has been preserved through oral traditionin an
unbroken way till now. For example, musical notes or the structure of a raga, as we
know them today, have had their origins in the Samavedic times.
The surviving treatises explain musical scales and styles and provide clue to
recapturing the musical journey of the ancient times. Tracing the musical journey
of the past makes the picture of the present musical system crystal clear.

Ancient India Artifacts
Indian people loved fine arts and indulged in dancing, sculpting and painting. This
is revealed through the artefacts discovered by archaeologists and seeing them
historians interpret some valuable facts about the lifestyle in ancient India.
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These artefacts come to us right since the Indus valley civilization that belonged to
Chalcolithic or Copper Age that's followed by the Iron Age during the Vedic period.
Indian sculptures are one of the earliest instances of sculpting in the world. India
produced some of the most intricate sculptors in the world. These are unravelled in
the art during the Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism period of Indian History, in
the carvings and sculpting in the temples and elsewhere.
These visual arts of India starting from the 3rd millennium BC can be classified into
specific periods. This classification could be based on religious, political and cultural
developments during different historical period of ancient India. Here we have for
you fine gallery of Indian artefacts to relish and admire.

The image is of a seated male sculpture with fillet or ribbon headband
with circular inlay ornament on the forehead and similar but smaller ornament on
the right upper arm. The two ends of the fillet fall along the back and though the
hair is carefully combed towards the back of the head.
Two holes beneath the highly stylized ears suggest that a necklace or other head
ornament was attached to the sculpture. The left shoulder is covered with a cloak
decorated with trefoil, double circle and single circle designs that were originally
filled with red pigment.
Drill holes in the center of each circle indicate they were made with a specialized
drill and then touched up with a chisel. Eyes are deeply incised and may have held
inlay. The upper lip is shaved and a short combed beard frames the face. The large
crack in the face is the result of weathering.

Ajanta Caves - Ancient India Artifacts
The Ajanta Caves in Aurangabad district of Maharashtra has about 30 rock-cut
Buddhist cave monuments that date from the 2nd century BC to about 480 or 650
AD. The caves include paintings and sculptures are masterpieces of Buddhist
religious art, with figures of the Buddha and depictions of the Jataka tales. The
caves form the largest corpus of early Indian wall-painting.
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Eal Mohenjo daro - Ancient India Artifacts
Large amount of seals are discovered at Mohenjo Daro. This image shows a person
sitting in the lotus position of Yoga, an ancient discipline.

Yaksha - Ancient India Artifacts
Yaksha are nature-spirits, usually benevolent, who are caretakers of the natural
treasures hidden in the earth and tree roots. They appear in Hindu, Jain and
Buddhist literature. In Indian art, male yak?as are portrayed either as fearsome
warriors or as portly, stout and dwarf-like. Female yak?as, known as yak?i?is, are
portrayed as beautiful young women with happy round faces and full breasts and
hips.

Wrestling in Ancient India
Wrestling has been a popular sport in ancient India. One of the premier characters
in Mahabharata, Bhima was considered to be a great wrestler. Other great wrestlers
included Jarasandha, Duryodhan, Karna etc. In Ramayana Hanuman is described
as one of the greatest wrestlers of his time. The 13th century Malla Purana has the
reference of a group of Gujarati Brahmin wrestlers known as Jyesthimallas.
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Yakshi - Ancient India Artifacts
The three sites of Bharhut, Sanchi, and Mathura, have yielded huge numbers of
Yakshi figures, most commonly on the railing pillars of stupas. These show a clear
development and progression that establishes certain characteristics of the Yakshi
figure such as her nudity, smiling face and evident feminine charms that lead to
their association with fertility. The yakshi is usually shown with her hand touching
a tree branch, and a sinuous pose. The foot of the tree is based on an ancient tree
deity.

Karthikeya - Ancient India Artifacts
Kartikeya, the god of war and General of the Army of the gods, is known for his
extraordinary strength. He has one hand in a charitable and the other in a protective
pose. In many idols found in the Southern part of India, he is shown as having
twelve arms. In ancient times his worship was very widespread and there are
references about his images in homes and temples.

Yakshis - Ancient India Artifacts
The two yakshis who grasps, kicks, or twines herself around a tree is a symbol of
fruitfulness, like the dryads of ancient Greek mythology, and a similar pose is often
used in scenes of Maya giving birth to the Buddha, who emerges from her side.
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Metal Products - Ancient India Artifacts
There are an array of metal products depicted in this picture. It ranges from farming
equipment to household articles. Even some picture depicts hunting equipment,
some vases and pots. All of them have varied use.

Indus Dancing Girl - Ancient India Artifacts
The bronze figurines of girl in dancing poses reveal the presence of some dance form
in the Indus valley civilization. Sir John Marshall who discovered the famous Indus
bronze statuette of the slender-limbed "dancing girl" in Mohenjo-daro said; when I
first saw them I found it difficult to believe that they were prehistoric; they seemed
to completely upset all established ideas about early art.

Ancient India Culture

Ancient India Culture The ancient Indian culture primarily rest on two ages, the
Bronze Age and the Iron Age. While the Indus valley civilization belonged to the
Bronze age, the Vedic civilization belongs to the Iron Age.
The Indus civilization was marked by high degree of urbanization and had
manifested urban culture, the Vedic civilization was agricultural based and
symbolized rural culture.The main features of ancient culture can be gleaned from
the developments of these two distinct civilizations.
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Ancient India Culture in Indus Valley Civilization
Archaeology is the only source of our knowledge for the Indus valley civilization. The
culture of Indus civilization is located in the Indus Valley and western India and its
urbanization is based on a chalcolithic system that was marked by absence of iron.
The focal point of the Indus valley civilization remains the twin cities of Harappa
and Mohenjo-daro and it is from these centres,the contours of Indus culture can be
deduced. Indus society was peace loving city-dwellers and good planners as is
evident by grid pattern towns, elaborate drainage system, street lights, kelp-burnt
brick houses, fortifications, granaries, baths and wells.
The Indus society had a very complex social stratification, division of labour and
multiplicity of crafts and industries. Urbanism was the marked feature of Indus
society. It was a society that enjoyed a settled and sedentary life, where the priest
and the merchant played dominant role.

The Indus society was the product of an available food surplus (wheat and barley),
a fairly high level of craft industry and most important a vibrant commercial activity.
The Indus society worshiped the cults of Sakti (mother Goddess) and Pasupati
(Proto-Shiva) of animal-tree and stone of Phallus and Yoni, the fertility cult. They
had veneration for bulls. They buried their dead.

Light horse chariot The Indus society had an administrative organization. The uniform

planning of the cities and presence of sanitary system, standard weights and
measures, assembly halls, huge granaries and citadels,all points to the existence of
a ruling authority.
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The Indus society made considerable progressin the works of art. The Indus
sculpturethat survives today makes us construct the picture of the Indus culture.
The sculpture of a bearded man from Mohenjo-daro and two sand stone statuettes
from Harappa, gives us a vivid account of urban culture of the Indus valley
civilization. Similarly the society’s vigour, variety and ingenuity can be gleaned from
the bronze dancing girl and the ivory works, in terracotta figures of animals,
birdsand humanand in their pottery painted red, black and at times glazed.
The Indus society used a script where out of nearly 400 characters known to them
only a few were repeated again. The inscription that has survived tells the prevalence
of a high standard of urban culture.
Ancient India Culture in Vedic Society

Rig Veda and Punjab The information concerning the Vedic Aryans depends almost

entirely from the literary texts, which were handed down by the oral tradition. The
early Aryans did not fully emerge from the food-gathering and nomadic pastoral
stage. They were dominated by war like stock and their way of life was nomadpastoralists that practiced agriculture.
The focal point of the early Vedic society was the Punjab and in the later Vedic period
it shifted to the Doab of the Ganges and Jamuna rivers. The early period the Aryans
were organized into a social organization which may be described as 'tribal' or rural'
one with a minimal of division of labour and sedentariness. In the later Vedic period
a more pronounced and increased division of labour with specialized trades and
crafts appeared.
In the later Vedic period the Aryan tribes consolidated into little kingdoms with
capitals and rudimentary administrative system with important functionaries the
Purohit and the twelve ratrins playing dominant role in support of the monarchy
that became the prevalent form of government.
In the Vedic society it was the Priests and the Kshtriya who constituted the ruling
elite. Though there is little evidence in the Rig Veda of any special importance of the
priests, in later Vedic society, the priests as a class assumed a form of institutional
authority.
The Aryans anthropomorphized most of the forces of nature and prayed to them as
Indra, Varuna, Agni, Mitra, Rudra, Soma, Surya, and Asvins. Though female deities
played a minor part in Vedic religion, in the later Vedic period the Aryans provided
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spouses to their gods. During the Yajur Veda period the worship of Phallus was
recognized as an official ritual. The worship of Siva also gained increased importance
during the later Vedic times.

south indian culture The sacrificial cult was also practiced during the Vedic period.

Oxen and bulls were sacrificed to the gods and their meat was eaten. But even then
the slaughter of milk-producing cows was prohibited. Verses of the Rigveda refer to
the cow as Devi (goddess), identified with Aditi (mother of the gods) herself. Even
when meat-eating was permitted, the ancient Vedic scriptures encouraged
vegetarianism.
The Vedic society preferred outdoor amusements like chariot racing and hunting
though dice was popular as indoor past time. Playing music, singing and dancing
were common practice. Among musical instruments Aryans had the drum, lute and
flute with cymbals and the harp as later additions.

The Aryan language in the Rig Veda reveals the ability of the Aryan mind to grasp
the multiple dimensions of human life.
The language exhibits immense
potentialities and its vocabulary reveals that the community was full of exuberance.
The superiority of the Aryans lay in the military field, in which their use of the light
horse chariot played a prominent part. The early Aryans were not city builders, city
buildings as a large-scale socio-economic activity is mentioned only in the later
Vedic texts, epics and the Puranas.
Later Vedic society centring on the Ganges Valley owes its gradual urbanization to
iron technology, the widespread domestication of the horse and the extension and
intensification of plough agriculture. The other manifestation of Aryan civilization,
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is, its capacity to change and adapt itself, has given continuity to Indian Civilization
despite the absence of mighty empires.

Ancient India Religion

Ancient India Religion Religion in ancient India evolved for the purpose of the

promotion of righteousness and justice and for the growth of spiritual and moral
solace. There are four distinct phase of religion in ancient India.
The first was being in its abstract shades during the Indus valley civilization. The
second was in its distinct manifestation in the early and later Vedic periods. The
evolution of Jainism and Buddhism as an offshoot of Hinduism marks the third
phase. Buddhism and Hinduism coalesced after that till the reassertion of Hinduism
and elimination of Buddhism marking the fourth phase.

Mother Goddess Indus Valley Ancient India's religion can be traced right from the
Harappan Civilization that grew in the twin cities of Harrappa and Mohenjo-Daro
approximately 2500 B.C.E. Religion during Harappan age is constructed by
discovery of two coinciding iconographic systems depicted in the religious sexual
imagery. One is the distinct masculine images of phallic associated with animals
and animal-man combinations found on small plates. The other was the mother
goddess icons that seemed to be popularly worshipped and kept with great reverence
at homes.
The citizens of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro also clung to a rigid dualism of purity
and pollution that’s borne from the discovery of a functioning system of sewage and
plumbing and the existence of community baths in prominent locations of the cities.

It appears that during Harappan valley civilization religion was a simple affair. There
were no temples, no ostentatious ceremonies or rituals. There was no priestly class.
People worshipped nature in the open space and in closed doors.
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The Indo-Aryan people who displaced the Indus Valley Civilization moved to the
Gangetic basin in the Indian hinterland and developed the first religious belief
system that was to be identified with Hinduism.
Hinduism - Ancient Indian Religion
Hinduism is based upon three primary texts: the Vedas (written 1400-1000 B.C.E.),
the Upanishads (written 900-500 B.C.E.) and the Mahabharata (400 B.C.E. to 400
C.E.).
The Vedas are a collection of hymns, poems, and ceremonial formulas that gives an
account of the belief system of the early Aryans. There are four Vedas; Rig-Veda,
Sama-Veda, Yajur-Veda, and Atharva-Veda. The first three Vedas were used by the
priestly class as ritual handbooks. The hymns of the Rig-Veda were used to evoke
gods and used by the Hotri priests who recited them aloud.

Non-indigenous religious system Indra, the god of war and weather is most frequently

mentioned in the Rig Veda. Agni, the god of fire, is the second most prominently
mentioned deity. The change in the form of worship is noticed from Yajur-Vedas
which contains specific sacrificial formulas recited during ceremonies. In the
Atharva-Veda, the variation is further marked as it consists of a number of hymns
meant for magical incantations.
The Atharva-Veda, compiled perhaps as late as 500 BC, frequently refers to many
lesser functional gods. During this time the rituals were simple and did not need
the mediation of priests.
It was during the later Vedic period, that the Varna system was developed as a
dynamic form of social institution that had religious underpinning. The Vedas
speaks of four Varnas: Brahmans, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras.
In later Vedic age the Varna system was fully incorporated in the society and came
to
be
known
as
caste
system.
Subsequently, various subgroups within one caste led to the emergence of the Jati
system. This in turn gave way to the rigid forms of pollution and purity. People since
then were identified with their caste and Jatis in India.
The character and composition of Hinduism underwent metamorphic changes
during the later Vedic period. The Hindu society became riddled with inequalities
and its oppressive customs divided the society further. The whole worship system
of Hinduism began to grow complex and complicated.
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Many rituals developed around religion, which were beyond the reach of common
man. It’s during this time Brahmin rishis and sages enjoyed unprecedented status.
Such confining system paved way for revolt against Hinduism and gave rise to two
distinct religions i.e. Jainism and Buddhism.

Jainism - Ancient Indian Religion
Jainism was founded by Parsva in 800 B.C.E and spread by Mahavira around 550
B.C.E. It rigidly defined some aspects of Hinduism and shed some its
characteristics.
Jains believed that karma has a physical existence in the form of material gathered
on one's soul with every action one takes. It emphasized strict adherence to the
principle of ahimsa (non-violence) to the exclusion of everything else.
The Varna system was maintained by the Jains with the exception of Brahman
caste. Jainism was widely accepted among merchant and warrior class and was
primarily a religion of the Ksatriyas and Vaisyas.
Buddhism - Ancient Indian Religion
Siddhartha Gautama or Gautam Buddha, a royal prince founded a
new religion called Buddhism based on four noble truths and a new
social
system.
According to Buddha there is existence of suffering and its origin is
desire, the cessation of suffering could be attained through the
elimination of desire. The path to the cessation of suffering is through
the eightfold way of right behaviour and thought.

Buddha declared Vedic sacrifice to be wasteful and cruel to other life forms and
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advocated people to sacrifice their hatred and avarice-to shed them. Buddha
completely disregarded with the Varna system.
As a part of social system, Buddha developed Sangha, or Buddhist monastery. The
Sangha was governed by the law of dharma with a spirit of equality, and unanimity
in decision-making. The existence of the Sangha was not for a better material
situation but for the desire of nirvana.
It’s till the Gupta period, Buddhism and Hinduism flourished side by side. After the
decline of Guptas, the tenets of Brahmanic Hinduism and of the Dharmashastras
underwent a radical transformation. The worship of Buddha started to be replaced
by Hindu gods by the time its 8th-century.
This was the same period when Buddha was made an avatar of Vishnu in the Hindu
pantheon of gods. This led to the rise of a mainstream "Hinduism" that
overshadowed all other earlier traditions. This form of belief system continued till
the eleventh century, when Muslims made inroads into India.

Pictures of Ancient India
Here Are Some Pictures Of Ancient India In This Ancient India Photo Gallery. These
Pictures Include Ancient History Of India Pictures,Picture Of Ancient India,Ancient
India Art Pictures & Photos,Ancient India Trade,Picture Gallery For Ancient
India,Photos Of Anceint India
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